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CHAPT3R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Origin of the Problem 
There is a widespread feeling among the elementary grade teachers 
that something more definite should be done about the teaching of North 
Carolina history in the Upper Slemntary Grades.    For years the State 
Course of Study scheduled the study of North Carolina history for one- 
half year during the fifth grade.    American history was to be taught the 
other half of the year.    This was too much for one year's work for chil- 
dren of this age.    The program was too crowded.    The children were 
rushed through two text books within a period of eight months in the 
rural schools.    As a result, their knowledge of neither was very thor- 
ough.    In some schools North Carolina history was taught in the sixth 
grade.    In 1942 the State Department of Public Instruction issued a 
Suggested Twelve Year Program for the North Carolina Public Jchools.    The 
study of North Carolina history was then changed to the eighth grade. 
The North Carolina Twelve Year Program 3ays: 
The social studies program should begin at home.    A study of the 
immediate environment and of the State in general is relatively more 
important than an intimate knowledge of places far away both with 
reference to time and geographical location. 
Throughout the social studies program in -he high school as well 
as in the elementary grades, every effort should be made to relate 
the work of various courses to North Carolina even though one year 
has been designated particularly for the study of the State and its 
interde pendencies. 1 
^orth Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, A Suggest- 
ed Twelve Year Program for the North Carolina Schools.    Ralsigh: The 
Department, 1942.    pp.  155-156. 
All grades should contribute to the 3tudy of North Carolina; 
but since this study is of primary concern in the eighth grade, it 
is suggested that eighth grade teachers work with the school princi- 
pals and supervisors in securing the coordinated efforts of teachers 
in all grades in the study of Worth Carolina. 
No provision nor suggestion is nade as to "how" North Carolina 
history should be taught in the grades below the eighth.    It is left en- 
tirely to the judgment of the teachers to decide whether or not to teach 
it.    Lany are neglecting it, rather than have to plan it for themselves. 
It seems very inconsistent - that a child should learn all about liesopo- 
tamia, Iraq, Arabia, 3gypt and many other foreign lands before he is 
taught a few interesting things about his native state.    Then, too, it 
must be remembered that many children stop school by the end of the sixth 
year and that if they fail to have State history in the Upper Grades they 
leave school with a very poor knowledge of what their native state is like. 
Uany of these boys and girls are the ones who spend most of their life in 
the state working in the factories and on the farms.    A knowledge of their 
own state would mean much more to them than information concerning foreign 
lands gleaned in several year's study. 
"It is wrong to teach 'distant things' to the exclusion of our 
immediate surroundings.    These surroundings have a great influence on 
3 
those students who remain in the country." 
The purpose, therefore, of this thesis is to show how a few 
worthwhile and interesting units on North Carolina may be worked out for 
each grade from the fourth to the eighth, supplementing the social studies 
for each particular grade and at the same time preparing the children for ■ 
2Ibid.. p.  182. JLD1Q  .   xo-c*
%. D. Cater. -Teaching Local History by the Seminar Method." 
Social Studies. 32: 221-223, "ay, 19U. 
the more extensive study during the eighth grade.    A complete unit for 
the seventh grade will be worked out and then applied to this grade. 
Tests will be given to obtain results, 
iary G. Kelty says: 
The problem of state history is  somewhat different from local 
history.    It is farther away from the experiences of young children, 
and therefore its contribution toward concreteness and reality must 
be less. 
As to its materials, the same difficulties in the training of 
teachers remain.    State histories, written by trained historians, 
are much more likely to be available than histories of local com- 
munities.    They are not more likely, however, to be suitable for 
reading by young children, and on the whole they contain even larger 
proportion of detail of little interest or importance for the general 
reader.    Local pride should not blind the curriculum maker to the 
principle of relative values.* 
There is a wealth of material available on North Carolina, but 
it is written on the adult level and vfill need to be adapted to the level 
of the various age groups taught.    If it is taught successfully, units 
must be selected, materials collected,  and experiffl:nts tried.    For this 
reason,  many teachers have neglected teaching it. 
Tryon says there are five substantial reasons for the teaching 
of local and state history.    They are: 
1. State history serves as a basis for the development of an 
intelligent and elevating state pride. 
2. State history puts the pupil in touch with local political, 
social and industrial developments and furnishes him the 
background knowledge necessary for interpreting them. 
3. State history furnishes the pupil with concrete illustrative 
material which aids him in securing an adequate understanding 
of National history. 
U.    State history supplies the opportunity for the pupil to come 
face to face with historical material, thus creating in him 
a feeling of historical reality and giving him training in 
handling sources. 
^Ifary G.   Kelty.    Learning and Teaching History in the Middle Grades. 
Mew York:    Ginn, 1928.    pp. 18-19. 
5.    State history supplies the teacher with many opportunities 
to make his teaching conform to the modern educational 
principles of proceeding from the concrete to the abstract 
and from the known to the unknown. 5 
There should be a modification of statement No.  1 to the effect 
that although the study of our state history should create a pride in the 
state and its past achievements, it should be remembered that the state 
is, after all, just a part of a great nation and that other states also 
have a state history and have done their part toward making this country 
a great nation.    State pride should never be installed into pupils to the 
extent that it is placed above that of the pride of being an American. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this thesis is to establish criteria for the 
construction of units on North Carolina in the social studies of the 
state's Uoper Elementary Grades. 
Development of this thesis implies adequate answers to the 
following questions: 
I.    What is the state course of study in the social studies for 
grades four through seven? 
II.    What are its deficiencies? 
A. In terms of psychological organization? 
B. In terms of meeting child interests? 
III.    What are the criteria for the selection of topics and the 
construction of units to supplement the course of study? 
IV.    Have these criteria validity? 
5R   II   Tryon. "The Teaching of Local and State History." Sixth. 
Yearbook k the Ka£ij^_Council for the Social Studies.    Philadelphia: 
ifcKinley Publishing Company, 1936. pp. 132-H3. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
The first de-limiting factor is that the study of North Carolina 
units as suggested in this thesis be confined to grades four through 
seven.    Examination of extensive data concerning the teaching of State 
history in the elementary grades in the forty-eight states reveals that 
no state recommends the teaching of state history below the fourth grade. 
Several states begin with the fourth grade; but in most cases the v/ork 
is given in the fifth, sixth,  seventh and eigth grades.    Only one state, 
Oklahoma, has recently placed its adopted text in the ninth grade. 
A second delimiting factor is that the "units" be chosen to co- 
incide as nearly as possible with the interests of the children at the 
particular age group.    The reading material suitable for the fourth 
grade level may be limited but there is a vast amount of material of 
historic value that might be preserved, for example, pictures, pictorial 
illustrations, and bulletins sent from different state departments.    The 
upper grades will be more able to appreciate the reading material. 
The third and last delimiting factor is that the eighth grade, 
although a part of the Upper Elementary Grades, is not included because 
the State Course of Study has decided that the history of North Carolina 
shall be taught in this grade during the entire year. 
...ethod 
The first step was a survey of the literature to find pertinent 
materials.    The following indexes were carefully checked to avoid dupli- 
cation of any previous work and to find parallel related material. 
Palfrey, Thomas ft.,  and Colraan, Henry S,, Guide to Bibliographies 
of Theses-United States and Canada.Second Edition. Chicago:American Library 
Association. 1940. 
Unitsd States.    Library of Congress. Catalogue Division. List of 
Aagrigan Doctoral Dissertations....Vtashinfrton, D. C: Government Frinting 
Office, 1913-1938. 
Doctoral Dissertations accented by. American Universities.  Compiled 
for the National Research Council and the American Council of Learned 
Societies by the Association of Research Libraries, liew York: The H. W. 
./ilson Company, 1933-1942. 
United States.    Office of Education.    Library.    Biblio.Traphy of 
Research Studies in Education.    .,'ashington, D. C: Government Printing 
Office, 1929-1940. 
Good, Carter Victor.    "Doctor's Theses Under -/ay in Education," 
January Issue of the Journal Educational Research. January, 1931-January 
1945. 
Gray, Ruth A.    iw.t.nr's Theses ia a^ifiaiifiH.    Office of Education 
Pamphlet He. 60.    ,/ashington, D. C: Government Frinting Office, 1935. 
SchooiLife. Washington, D. C.: Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, :.iarch,1935-^rch, 1942. 
Ibnroe, Walter Seott and Shores, Louis, .ti.blio-?raPhies and. 
Summaries in Education. Now York:    The H. %  ,/ilson Company, 1936. 
■Mnrwlrtn If-  A Gumulative Author and SubJect Indwc to a 
Selected List of Educational Periodicals, Books and Pamphlets.    New York: 
The H. If. Wilson Company, 1929-1945. 
The Bibliographic Index:    A Cumulative Bibliography of Bibliogra- 
phies.    New York: The H. IT. -..'ilson Company, 1938-1940. 
Selected References in Education. Chicago: University of Chicago, 
1933-1938. 
The second step was to make an analysis of the state course 
of study in the Social Studies to evaluate supplementary materials 
therein listed, and to secure valid judgments on its strength and 
weaknesses through the application of criteria drawn from authorities 
in the literature and applied by the author in conduction with a com- 
petent teacher who is an expert in the field. 
The third step was a study of the interests of children.    Select- 
ions were then made from different authorities of such as bear on the 
problem.    Next, a validation was made of the selections by submission to 
a committee  of experts. 
The fourth step was the construction of criteria to guide the 
building of units, 
I.    Selection of pertinent criteria from the authorities. 
II.    Submission to a committee of experts. 
The fifth step was the testing of the criteria. 
I.    Use in the construction of a unit for the seventh grade 
II.    Criticism of the unit by experts 
III.    Revision in terms of this criticism 
IV.    Experimental use of unit with children 
Survey of Literature 
Paul Ellsworth Couch,6 from the University of Cincinnati, wrote 
his master's Thesis in 1932 on State History, in the Public Schools. This 
thesis discussed the general legal status of State History, placement, 
time allotment, and character of state history, as determined by law or 
voluntary practice. 
6paul Ellsworth Couch.    State History Jfi the Fublic Schools. 
Master's thesis.    University of Cincinnati, 1932. pp.  28-32. 
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Couch found that thirty-two states required the teaching of 
state history.     In the  states where the  history vras not required,  state 
history was taught in all the forms found in states where it was re- 
quired, but not to the sane degree. 
The  recommended placements in the  states having adopted texts 
ranged from the fourth to the ninth grade, the median being the sixth. 
The actual placement in city schools was below state department recom- 
mendations, the median being the lower sixth grade. 
The similarity to the present study lay in the fact that most 
states emphasize an early study of state history rather than a late one. 
The study was dissimiliar in that no suggestions were offered as to how 
State history could be supplemented in the social studies of all Upper 
Elementary Grades, and that no units were suggested as an aid to teaching 
State history. 
i'ay Lazar wrote her Doctor's Dissertation at Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York City in 1937.    The title of this study is 
Beading Interests. Activities, and Opportunities of 3right, Average,_and 
Dull Children. The author deals with analysis and discussions of the 
opportunities afforded the pupils in this  investigation which no doubt 
had considerable bearing upon their reading interests and activities. 
The reading interests and attitudes are given in the summary 
following: 
1. When asked what school subjects were liked best, the dull 
puoils preferred subjects that did not involve much reading, 
as* arithmetic and spelling. Bright and average pupils liked 
history best. 
2  Girls showed greatest interest in owning library cards than 
boys did; dull girls were more interested in library cards 
than dull boys were. 
3. Girls reported reading more books in a month than boys did. 
U.    Although the kind of book liked best was "mystery stories" 
for both girls and boys, there were narked sex differences 
in most choices of reading materials.    Adventure stories 
were highly popular with boys and fairy tales with girls. 
5. Boys read magazines more than girls did. 
6. The comic section of the newspaper was by far the most 
popular section for both boys and girls.' 
This study of the interests of children and their activities 
reveals the interests of children of the Upper SLementary school and 
gives a basis for judging these units, which appeal most to children of 
the various age levels. 
7liay Lazar.    Reading Interests, Activities, and Opportunities of 
Bright. Average, and Dull Children. Doctor's dissertation.    Teachers 
Qollege, Columbia University, 1937. pp. 101-102. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS 0? THE STATS COURSE CF STUDY B! SOCIAL STUDI3S 
Review of the. Development of the north Carolina Course of Study 
As early as 1926 a need was felt for an instrument for use in 
evaluating state and city courses of study.    Ii. that year Florence 
Stratemeyer and Herbert Bruner of Columbia University set up criteria 
for evaluating courses of study.    From the Curriculum Laboratory of 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 9,671 courses of study were select- 
ed and rated by a group of experts.    The courses of study were rated as 
a whole and also by subjects.    The North Carolina Course of Study at that 
time was rated "very good" among the highest twenty-nine. 
Due to many changes that have been made in curricula and the re- 
vision of textbooks, since 1926, the experts decided to re»ise the criteria 
for evaluating the newer courses of study.    In 1936 Bruner, with the help 
of a large staff of experts, set up new criteria and at this time re- 
examined and rated all previous courses in addition to all the newer ones. 
The North Carolina State Superintendent of Public Instruction 
issued a course of study in 1935 entitled A gfiyfe ML Curriculum Problems 
of the North Carolina Public Schools.    As mentioned above the curriculum 
was pronounced very good.    It was very specific and gave the general 
objectives for each subject, the concepts to be developed, aspects to be 
emphasized, and suggested activities for each grade. 
In 19U the General Assembly of North Carolina passed legislation 
making possible a twelve year program for the schools of North Carolina. 
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In a study of tho entire program, changes were reconimonded which affected 
nearly all grades.    A Suggested Twelve Year Program bulletin was issued 
in 1942 as a guide during the transition period.    Ho attempt was made to 
give a detailed course of study, but suggestions were given in outline 
form so that they could be adapted to local needs and expanded according- 
A suggested outline for a twelve year program in the social studies 
was prepared so that "each teacher may know what goes on in the jraars be- 
low her grade and also what takes place in this area in the following 
grades."! Several illustrative units for different grades were also given. 
This bulletin ma es the following general statements with re- 
ference to the  social studies. 
A.    The social studies include those materials in the curriculum 
which are drawn from the fields of history, geography, 
economics, sociology, political science, psychology, ana 
•thics. They permeate all fields of the curriculum and are 
therefore one of the richest sources of materials for tne 
child's program.    Some of the most effective integrations of 
learning take place in the development of social studies units 
of work.    For example, many valuable language arts skills 
emerge f ror.i the reading, writing, and speaking needed in 
studying a social problem. 
B.    Chief among the values which the social studies contribute to 
the individual and to the school program is ^.J^^iS 
of the ability to meet situations involving social relation- 
ships.    Self-dependence in the location of information and 
cower in reflective thinking are outcomes made increasingly 
XortSt by rapid social change and the continuous emergence 
of novel and complex problems,    * sense of continuity, in- 
cluding time concepts, a sense of evidence as a basis for 
reasoned conclusions, and a sense of tolerance are essential 
values to the pupil.    Further values derived from the social 
Itudies are the development of historical mlnd«dn«e.,_»__ 
sense of the interdependence between man and his environment, 
the develooment of the quantitative way of thinking. 
iNorth Carolina.    State Department of Public Instruction    A 
Suggaated Twelve Year Program, Raleigh;    The Department, 1942. p. 158. 
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G. Democracy is the fundamental pattern for group living in 
America and should receive practical emphasis in the social 
studies program. The social organization and general setup 
should provide opportunities for children to live in a 
democratic ray. This can be accomplished only when pupils 
take part in planning and carrying out school activities of 
all kinds. 
D. A major objective of the social studies program should be 
developnent of fundamental concepts concerning the economic, 
social, and cultural life of the people through exploring the 
community as well as other sources of information. 
B* The social studies program should begin at home. A study of 
the immediate environment and the State in general is relative- 
ly more important than an intimate knowledge of places far 
away, both in reference to time and geographical location. 
Hence, it seems desirable to emphasize the contemporary and 
the immediate, giving them more meaning by reference to the 
past and far away. Expansion of the fundamental concepts de- 
veloped in the study of the local community make3 possible 
a better understanding of national and international problems. 
F. Throughout the social studies program in high school as well 
as in the elementary school, every effort should be made to 
relate the work of the various courses to North Carolina, 
even though one year has been designated particularly for the 
study of the State and its interdenendencies. For example, 
the 3oston Tea Party should be compared with the Edenton Tea 
Farty and this whole movement against the abuse of the colonies 
by England should be interpreted in terms of its effect upon 
out ways of living. Likewise, the study of the Industrial 
devolution will have more meaning for high school pupils if 
it is approached from an angle -which shows its effect upon 
the rise and development of industry in this State. In other 
words, the Industrial devolution as it emerged in England 
should be studied as a background for the Industrial Revolution 
that really got under way about 1880 in North Carolina. 
G. The social studies program should be made dynamic and vital 
in the everyday living of youth. To accomplish this the school 
must lay greater stress upon those experiences thatmwill be 
most meaningful for the average student. However, the exper- 
iences which are fruitful for one person are not necessarily 
helpful to another. Therefore, a variety of exoeriences 
should be provided for through the use of basal and supplemen- 
tary texts, libraries, magazines, pamphlets, school news 
weeklies, maps, charts, lantern slides, motion pictures, 
dramatics, construction work, and excursions into the community. 
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H. A school approach to the social studies from the first to 
the last school year is desirable. The life of the school 
With its typical items of planning the school day, electing 
officers, hearing committee reports, issuing the school news- 
paper, and participation through the school council is a 
vital part of the social studies curriculum. Problems should 
be set through cooperative planning and social studies 
materials should be assembled to help solve them. Teachers 
should feel free to arrive at solutions either through logical 
arrangement or through a child-coramunity-interest organization* 
or through both, '.aterials from all fields of the social studieB 
(history, geography, economics, sociology) should be integrated 
to furnish complete understandings. 
I. Children often wish to repeat pleasurable experiences, and that 
is desirable provided variations are made so that additional 
valuable learnings are gained each year. It is not desirable, 
however, to make almost identical studies of such topics as 
the Pilgrims, or transportation, in successive years. 3ach 
year should show growth in social understanding. 
A special bulletin entitled North Carolina, Suggestions for 
Applying the Social Studies was issued in 1939. This bulletin was pre- 
pared "to help teachers in the public schools of North Carolina who are 
seeking new ideas, helpful material, and suggestions as to procedure in 
teaching the social studies as applied specifically to North Carolina."-3 
The specific objectives for the study of North Carolina as a phase 
of the social studies program in this bulletin are as follows: 
1. To acouaint the pupil with the rich heritage of social, economic, 
and cultural achievements of our citizenship. 
2. To help the pupil find his place in the stream of contemporary 
life in North Carolina. 
3  To help the pupil see more clearly the challenging opportunity 
which lies before hin in the form of great possibilities for 
further progress. 
2Ibid.. pp. 155-157. 
%orth Carolina. State Department of Public Instruction. Suggestions 
for Applying the Social Studies. Haleigh: The Department, 1939. p. 7. 
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4. To give the pupil a background of experience in his hone 
State environment which will enable him to interpret present 
day life, in North Carolina, think intelligently about 
pre3ent-day problems, and enjoy more fully 'that which daily 
lies about him'. 
5. To develop skill in the use of social science material and to 
apply that s kill to a specific situation closely related to 
his life.4 
All good courses of study have general and specific objectives, 
but many other problems must be considered.    Criteria for selecting and 
evaluating pupil experiences was one of the first problems to be con- 
sidered. 
Criteria for Selecting and .ivaluatinft Pupil ijxperiences 
The strength and weakness of the foregoing curriculum can be made 
apparently only by the application of accepted criteria.    It is the purpose 
of this section of Chapter II to assemble such criteria in anticipation of 
an evaluation of the course of study. 
Y/hat are the interests of the children of various maturity levels 
and how do they learn?    During the past ten years there has been an increased 
study of the interests of children.   Authorities have used different methods 
of obtaining and classifying these interests.    The writer has attempted to 
classify the principal interests characteristics of the maturity levels of 
children as revealed in the literature on child growth and development 
according to three catagories:   (l) general interests, (2) reading interests, 
and (3) play interests. 
General Interests 
Dr. Franklin IxNutt, then Director of Division of Instruction of 
the State of Ohio, issued a bulletin in 1940 on Criteria for the flection. 
^Ibid.. p.  12. 
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and Guidance of Developmental i-xperiences for Children in Slementary 
Schools.    These criteria were formed by a committee of experts headed by 
Dr. Laura Zirbes.    The following extracts are from this report: 
....continuity of growth and development makes it erroneous to 
assume that there is a clear line of demarcation between adjacent age 
or grade levels.    Furthermore, practically every class group included 
children far enough below and above a given age level to require 
guidance which comprehends at least a two-year span of development. 
For this reason, and also because of other psychological considerations, 
the following statements suggests that the typical six years of the 
elementary school may be viewed as a progression through three successive 
phases or stages. 
Growing Toward Ten-Xear-Cldness 
Activities should be rich in opportunities for developing the eight- 
year-old1 s awareness of his group of his group as one of the many groups. 
The child who at eight is sensitive to the jojts and sorrows of children 
with whom he plays and works, and has a sufficient command of language 
to apprehend experiences of groups in other places v/ith whom he has 
first-hand or vicarious contacts, needs next vicarious experiences with 
croups whose experiences with ways of life are very different from his 
own....Differences should be related to factors which the child can 
understand in comparison with his own life.    The understanding of such 
differences is the essential basis for the development of tolerance. 
The eight-year-olds need a wide range of media for 'talking to 
themselves1 about their experiences and also need guidance to verbal- 
ising their ideas as do the six-to-eights.    Their ideas, however, have 
grown in complexity.    Hence they need guidance in developing skills. 
For example,'the eight-year-old has grown to see the difference xn 
proportions of bodily parts in man and boys and so needs help in making 
his paint brush 'say that difference'.    There should be, during these 
years, much opportunity for socialized conversation about ongoing 
activities among the children. 
In addition to learning to see similarities and differences among 
peoples the child of eight can become aware of differences and similar- 
ities among species of familiar lower organisms - birds, ants, etc. 
 acperience with nature these two years should include many investi- 
gations of the causes of natural phenomena The children at tnis 
a*e should not be burdened with premature emphasis on the learning of 
generalizations made by others, but should have guided «W£*™> J» 
generalizing from their own experience.... During these years, record- 
keeping should be experienced and should become a spontaneous individ- 
ually-undertaken activity, and the child should begin to be aware.of 
howrecords can be used to relate past to present and thttt to organize 
events into temporal sequences.    This constitutes one development ap- 
proach to the comprehension and appreciation of history. 
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These criteria flay lead to studies of cultural groups in adjacent 
cities by country chii'iren, as well as studies of cultural groups, 
farmers or miners within their own rural areas.    The studies of where 
foods come from, how ways of living vary according to environment and 
occupation, how tho conditions of work and transportation influence 
their own living, may lead not only to better understanding but to a- 
warenes3 of mutual interdependence of adjacent groups.    This mid-period 
of childhood is a period in which the group activities can be capital- 
ized for their contribution to social responsibility and individual ex- 
periences for their contributions to develop coordinations, understand- 
ings, and skills. 
Summary Statement 
The criteria for the selection and guidance of developmental ex- 
periences for ten-to-twelve year olds provide for an amplification and 
clarification of immediate human relationships and needs, and an ex- 
tension of such awareness to cultural groups separated from their own 
in UJM and space.    Development of the idea tint values are relative 
to a *iven situation furnishes the ten-to-twelve year old with a work- 
in,- hypothesis that is useful to him, not only at this age, but in- 
creasingly so for subsequent experiences and for the further challenges 
of adolescence and maturity. 
Insight into concepts based on previous experiences enables the 
child to deal with ideas as he formerly deal* primarily witn things, 
and to identify himself with various groups in terms common loyalties 
or dualities.    He uses number concepts and common processes with in- 
?eliiSnce and has by this achieved a wealth and variety of functional 
experiences, independence in the use of his mother tongue to sPff ^ 
and v/riting and in the use of books.    In a more or less inept way he 
is beginning to identify himself with a projection of himself into 
maturGy^nt to explore possible courses for future action instead of 
continuing to pursue the preoccupation of childhood. 
Over a period of years, Florence fressler determined through a 
questionnaire the general interests of children in the Winnetka schools 
and found that the tabulations showed the following relationships: 
Children of eight years mental age show marked interests ^>i™g 
formfof aSnnL 2d plants; in God as a phase of metaphysical inter- 
. U f7ZnTli 1^fjrJigff»S ^Se^'and 
Snce1 of^veloXt ^-fences for Children In U. Elementary School. 
Columbus, Ohio: Department of Education, 1940. 
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ests; a human interest in babies; a manipulation interest in machines, 
with the toy interest being strong; and a preference for fairy stories, 
with interest uncritical as to whether the story be logical or true. 
For these children life is still in the stage of first acquaintance- 
ship, and th3 child has little basis for critical judgment. Dramatic 
play preferences are for everyday living and for the processes of how 
grovmups live and do things. 
Children of ten years mental age show strong interest in natural 
phenomena of earth and sky. The accompanying metaphysical interest 
is the desire for space time conception, with interest in beginnings 
being particularly strong. Great preference is expressed for -true 
stories. Fairy stories are often almost tabooed. Social satisfaction 
is keen in prehistoric or ancient life and in beginnings of many kinds. 
This is th3 level where dramatic play naturally emerges into definite 
dramatizations with a desire for an audience. 
Eleven or twelve-year-olds (mentally) have become well enough 
acquainted with their world and their universe to know the difference 
between truth and fancy, and like the humorous and fanciful particular- 
ly in their story material. They feel secure to play more lightly 
with life BOW through the imaginary. They had a look at things as a 
whole in acquainting themselves with the world. Now they are ready to 
inspect things as to their parts and make up. 
This analytical attitude shows itself particularly in two differ- 
ent fields; how the human body is made and works, and hoar machines are 
made and work. Hore girls are interested in the first field and more 
boys in the second field. Social interests begin to ally itself with 
groups other than family or general society, a3 that of peers with a 
hero leader (the gang spirit). Metaphysical interest in death and 
dreams balances the human body interest in birth. Reproductive 
interest is normal in the preadolescent period. Vase guidance is most 
imperative in both the hone and the school in this important period 
of child life.8 
The Social Studies Curriculum, Fourteenth Yearbook, makes the 
following statements concerning the interests of children: 
A factor influencing the curriculum which cannot be ignored is that 
of pupil's attitudes toward what is taught. Interests are determined 
by a complex of factors including the teacher and the method used as 
well as content. Obviously interest is basically affected by individual 
differences, but perhaps some general conclusions of at least a tenta- 
tive sort can be drawn about the adaption of the curriculum to interest. 
8Frances Pressler. "Including Child Interests in Plans for a Curri- 
culum," The Instructor. 48:17, 76 October, 1939. 
■ 
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A basic factor in providing for the recognition of pupil's in- 
terests is the flexibility of the curriculum.    A hard-and fact 
outline of ground-to-be-covered or of experiences-to-be-gained can- 
not be interesting to a large variety of groups.    Within limits, 
teachers should be allowed freedom in selecting units for a given 
class and in developing the chosen units Flexible and personal 
assignments, utilization of hobbies, subdivision with class groups, 
work on individual and committee projects, are desirable. 
In addition to making provision for a flexible curriculum, the 
curriculum-making group needs to be familiar with the more general 
interests which seem to animate pupils.    Recognizing the limitations 
on any attempt to discover "natural interests", the following matters 
may be worth the curriculum maker's consideration: 
(1) Pupils, particularly in the elementary school, seem 
basically interested in dramatic adventure.    Teachers almost 
universally report keen interest in such topics as "Life in the 
Time of the Knights", and "Viking Adventures" or "Discoverers 
and Explorers" in Grades IV, V and VI.    Adventure is a challeng- 
ing thing to pupils of all ages, but, as pupils grow more mature, 
the adventure can be increasingly of an intellectual character. 
(2) Pupils are apparently normally interested in materials 
which have direct contact with or application to the current 
events of their own lives.    The curriculum should make provision 
for consideration of current social affairs in relation to topics 
and issues of a more permanent sort but particularly for the 
consideration of the affairs which currently loom large in the 
lives of the children. 
(3) Pupils, particularly those whose education is limited 
to the years of compulsory schooling, are interested in problems 
of their vocational outlook.    Vocational training increasingly 
overlaps the work of the social studies on a wide front, and 
some new approach to the common problems of the fields is likely 
to be challenging to the pupils affected. 
(4) Pupils in the secondary school are much more concerned 
over and troubled by the problems of personal social adjustment 
than is revealed by the present curriculum in social studies. 
Relation of the adolescent to other adolescents, to family, to 
gang, to social organizations, is of pressing perplexity, and 
whatever aid in adjustment the social studies program can give 
will be of distinct value.9 
^National Education Association, The Department of Superintendence, 
The Social Studies Curriculum.    Fourteenth Yearbook.    Washington, D. C: 
The Department, 1936. pp. 162-163. 
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Another example of a list of funeral interests of boys and girls 
was prepared by Lester B. Sands for the California Elementary Principals' 
Association in 1940.    Excerpts from this list follows: 
As a guide to the general interests of fifth and sixth grade boys 
and girls, the study indicated certain tendencies in pupil preferences. 
Some of these may be suggested as follow:- 
(1) Pupils of this grade are keen to participate in diversified 
activities of a physically creative nature.    They love to use 
their hands in constructing, building, modeling, and designing. 
(2) Pupils of this age are particularly interested in physical 
activities.    They love sports, games, hikes, excursions and any 
type of  tctivity involving traveling and movement. 
(3) nildren of this general age enjoy the dramatic in books, 
movi      pictures and the stage.    They love to read about adventure; 
to f  e it in pictures; to act it in their drama work.l° 
Reading Interests 
For many years the problem of children's reading has been the 
subject of wide experimentation.    One of the best known methods of de- 
termining the real interests of children is to study their reading 
interests.    There is  a wide range of children's interests.    This is 
shown by the many reports of authorities who have made a careful study 
of this sibject.    The individual differences, the home environment, age, 
and mentality have a great deal to do with reading interests.    Below are 
some excerpts from leading authorities regarding the reading interests 
of children. 
Concerning the interests of children in reading, Jordan made the 
following statements: 
lOLester B. Sands. "Interests of Pupils in an Elementary School". 
Children's Interests, Elementary School Level. Twelfth Yearbook. Oakland, 
California:    Elementary School Principal's Association, May, 1940. p. 28. 
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The abiding interest of school children in their subjects of 
study has for many years been one of the criteria of good instruction. 
The importance of having boys and girls interested in books, stories, 
and poems cannot be overestimated;  for their interests causes them 
to remember longer a story or poem studied and also creates a desire 
for more.U- 
Jordan summarizes his study as follows: 
Boys often show a real liking for history sometimes as early as 
grade four,    ilany boys give history as a first choice.    They display 
very little interest in books on travel or science, though more  so 
than girls. 
The interests of boys from 10£ to 13£ years take three definite 
paths:  (l) war and scouting,  (2) school and sports,  (3) adventure of 
a more peaceful sort in the great out-of-doors, best exemplified by 
the Boy Scouts. 
The interests of girls between the ages of ICi and 13s, the  sex 
difference in the reading is most marked.    Girls and boys read, almost 
entirely, different books.    There are four kinds of fiction which are 
of especial interest to girls at this age:  (l) stories of home life, 
(2) stories of school life,  (3) fairy tales, U) love stories. 
The interest in biography and history is confined to those authors 
who can write history £u.d biography in the form of an exciting story.1-' 
Robert L. Thorndike made a study of children's interests in grade 
four through twelve, ages eight through sixteen.1^   As a check, a read- 
ing interests questionnaire was made up of annotated fictitious titles. 
It was found that although the ages of the boys and girls varied con- 
siderably their interests did not show such a great difference over a 
span of two or three years.    Thorndike found that the interest of bright 
children were about the same as the interssts of children two or three 
years older, but classified as dull.    In stories the common interest was 
mystery, animal stories, and milder adventure stories.    The changes of 
interest with age were found to be very gradual. 
Fowler Brooks in his study of the reading interests of children 
llArthur Melville Jordan, JMW^nMaa^3lL BB^& Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 1926. p. 1. 
12 Ibid.. pp. 12-28. 
13 Robert L. Thorndike, CWOdrenJa. UttttBIjQterests•. New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941.PP.37-38. 
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found that the amount read by children differs or varies with their age, 
intelligence, and environment.1^    Children between the ages of eight 
and twelve read one or two books per month under favorable conditions. 
During the next two or three years there was a slight increase in the 
number read with the peak being reached by the age of thirteen or four- 
teen years.     The types of literature also vary with age. 
Brooks found that about the eighth or ninth year children become 
interested in fairy stories and later change to stories of travel and 
biographical stories.    The boys of ten ar eleven years usually show 
interest in mechanics and invention.    Tales of adventure are enjoyed 
from the eleventh year.    The nature stories and animal stories become 
less popular and their interests in science increases.    The girls of 
ten and eleven years still enjoy stories of home and school life and 
fairy tales. 
Brooks found that by the age of twelve or thirteen, the greatest 
interest was found in biographies and historical narratives.    The girls 
showed some  interest in adult fiction. 
Between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, Brooks found that 
sex differences in reading interests become more marked.    The boys were 
interested in science, Eadio, athletics, mechanical inventions and 
adventure stories.    The girl's dominant interests centered chiefly in 
adult fiction, adventure, and in diminishing degree in juvenile fictioa. 
Children's reading interests by grade were shown as follows: 
IWiar D. Brooks, CWW Psychology.    New York: Houghton, 1937. 
PP. 353-354. 
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Grade I Animals and play- 
Grade II Lullabies 
Grade III Outdoors and fairies 
Grade IV Humor and nonsense 
Grade V Heroes 
Grade VI Home and danger. 15 
Lrlay Lazar made a study of aoout twc thousand school children 
in New York in the Upper Elementary Grades.    The reading interests, 
activities, and opportunities of bright, average, and dull children 
were studied.16    During this study, she found that bright children 
were differentiated from average children less by material than by age 
at which they read it.    Their interests in reading was noted and listed 
as follows:     "adventure  (.action, excitement,  thrills), mystery,  realism 
(so real and true to life;,  suspense  (it keens you guessing),  childlife, 
humor (mischief, animal life and nature), sportsmanship and bravery, 
sports, airplanes and inventions." 
Play Interests 
The teacher's Guide to Child Development in the Intermediate 
trades discusses the play interests of children.     It makes comparisons 
of the play of children of different ages and emphasizes the importance 
of teachers observing the  free  play of children to see what their in- 
terests are.    Emphasis is  also given the importance of dramatic  play in 
the activity program,    iome of the statements regarding play follow. 
It is through the child's  free imaginative play that he reveals 
himself in allhia naivete.    He reconstructs the world about him in 
terms of what it means to him.    He is not relaying facts to an 
audience but expressing inner values for himself regardless  of an 
audience. 
15ibid.,  p.   355. 
May Lazar, op., cit.. p. A3■ 
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The play of older children differs from that of younger children 
in several particulars.    The older children demand more in the way 
of plot; little children are satisfied with short disconnected 
charactorizations while older children see the relation and sequence 
of events and express themselves in a continuous stream of related 
experiences.    The older children attempt more complex situations 
than do younger children. 
The play of older children is more realistic.    They feel that 
costumes and setting are essential.    They do not go in for fciries 
so much and they choose their characters from among men and women 
of their environment from history and from fiction.    Stranger and 
bolder characters are portrayed.    The older children do not identify 
themselves with characters as do the younger children but consciously 
pretend to be those characters.    During all their play the inter- 
mediate children as well as the primary children are dealing with 
values - ways of seeing characters and events and expressing what 
they see rather than the literal facts.1' 
Fowler Brooks in his book on Child Psychology makes the follow- 
ing statements in regard to the play interests of children: 
Changes in interests are part:.y dependent upon maturation, as 
may be seen in the case of children's play interests.    The ten-year- 
old's play activities are different from those of the four-jrear-old, 
not necessarily because he has had so much experience with them that 
he is surfeited by them, but rather because they are suited to a 
degree of development which has long since passed. 
The piay activities of children give valuable clues to the child's 
nature and needs. 
By the age of ten or eleven marked differences are seen.    The 
free individual play activities without rules and competition have 
been displaced by games with rules and with some object or goal. 
Games are likely to be largely competitive, with much rivalry in 
the case of boys.    Interests centers on skill and excellence.    Little 
cooperation is found.    Emphasis upon speed, strength, and accuracy 
is characteristic of the play activities of the boy of ten.    Using 
tools to make things, engaging in bicycle-riding, climbing trees, 
skating, swinming, camping out, and playing with various kinds of 
mechanical devices are also much enjoyed. 
Among girls of ten years, doll play has begun to decline, and 
in the next three years will almost disappear.    Playing with paper 
dolls, making clothes for dolls, participating in various kinds of 
table games, bicycle-riding, playing on horizontal bars, housekeep- 
ing activities, puzzles, dancing, and dramatic games are common among 
girls of ten or eleven years. 
^California State Curriculum Conmission, Teachers Guide to Child 
Development in the Intermediate Grades.    Sacramento, Californxa: 
California State Department of Education, 1936. pp.  503-505. 
18Fowler D. Brooks, 2£. sit., pp. 346-347. 
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Summary of Children's Interests 
a. A child needs experiences which are very different from his own. 
b. A child should learn to see similarities and differences among 
peoples and familiar organisms - such as birds, ants, etc. 
c. Pupils of the elementary school seem basically interested in 
dramatic adventure. 
d. Pupils are interested in problems of vocational outlook. 
e. Elementary school children are interested in physical activities. 
f. The interests of boys are decidedly different from that of girls. 
g. In stories the common interest was mystery stories, animal stories, 
and milder adventure stories. 
h.    The change of interests with age were found to be very gradual. 
i.    In reading, girls were found to read more than boys. 
j.    By the age of twelve or thirteen the greatest interests were found 
in biographies and historical narratives. 
k.    Sex differences become more marked between the ages of fourteen 
and sixteen. 
1.    In play, the interests of children are very marked by the time they 
reach the age of ten or eleven. 
m.    Smphasis upon speed, strength, and accuracy is characteristic of 
the play activities of boys of ten years. 
n.    The characteristic play activities of the girl of ten are playijig 
paper dolls, housekeeping, table games, and bicycle riding. 
Criteria £or the Evaluation o£ Courses of Study 
As. Prepared by. Curriculum Experts 
With regard to the content of the social studies curriculum 
numerous studies have been made to determine what principles and 
procedure should guide the selection of content for the social studies. 
The field of social studies is very broad and it contrasts sharply with 
many other subjects of the elementary curriculum.    There are many factors 
to be considered in the evaluation of a social studies program, such 
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as the needs, interests, and aptitudes of boys and girls; the 
availability of instructional materials; adaptation of the individual 
differences of children; the adaptation to the maturity of the learner, 
the flexibility of the program; and last but not least the problems 
should resemble as closely as possible the problems met in real life. 
The Social Studies Curriculum, Fourteenth Yearbook,   says: 
Today teachers and administrators are making curriculums which 
are more flexible and better adapted to local needs. To avoid the 
obvious dangers i.      ... present plan three major criteria should be 
kept in mind: 
(1) Accuracy - teachers are bound by the tenets of a scholar- 
ship to which we owe a large measure of allegiance to see that no 
known unttouth be taught as true. 
(2) Usefulness - the pupil has the right to expect that which 
is taught him in the schools to be applicable to and helpful in 
meeting the situation of normal living. 
O)    Learnability - an accurate and useful curriculum may be 
ineffective if provision has not been made for the limitations and 
differences in the abilities of pupils.19 
To select what is accurate, curriculum-makers must cooperate 
with scholars in special fields; to select what is useful, they 
must cooperate with those who have the keenest view of the current 
scene, of trends, and possibilities; and to select what is learn- 
able they must cooperate with educational psychologists and carry 
on prolonged and intensive investigations and observations of day- 
by-day procedure in the nation's classrooms. 
The Fourteenth Yearbook of the State Department of Superintend- 
ence of 1936 gives the ten basic principles of curriculum organization 
used for evaluating a social studies program. 
In the formulation of the principles presented, an attempt has 
been made to express all major criteria which would be met in 
greater or less degree by a good social studies program. 
(1)    Is the program comprehensive and balanced:    are learning 
situations provided to attain all major objectives of the social 
studies, and is the distribution of emphasis among these situations 
properly balanced? 
0£. 
^National Education Association. Department of Superintendence, 
cjt.. p. 13. 
20Ibid.. p. M3. 
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(2) Is the program well articulated vertically;  does it 
provide for progressive, continuous development thru the school 
years? 
(3) Is the program well articulated horizontally;  does it 
provide for proper correlation with the learning experiences offer- 
ed in other fields of instruction in the same grade? 
U)    Are the learning situations real:   do they resemble as 
closely as possible those met  in life that have social implications. 
(?)    Does the program promote self-integrated learning:  does 
it emphasize the organization of learning in and by the child rather 
than in the course of study or in the mind of the teacher. 
(6) Is the program adapted to the maturity of the learner: does 
it fit the learner's level of development? 
(7) Is the program adapted to community characteristics:  does 
it take adequate account of distinctive characteristics and needs 
in the local community? 
(8) Is the program individualized: is there appropriate and 
adeauate adaptation to differences among individuals? 
'(9)    Is the program flexible:  does it  encourage variation  in 
content and method to meet the needs of different times,  places, 
and(ia}S°Does the  program contribute to the general objectives  of 
the school as well as  to those objectives that are  unique to the 
social studies?2! 
Norton and Norton in their foundations of Curriculum Building, 
make the following statements regarding the course of study in the 
social studies: 
Courses of study should be organized and graded with special 
reference to previous experience, present needs, interests, and 
Ihilities of pupils at different age levels, and degree of diffi- 
culty of subjec? matter.    These are the most helpful «*•£*!<«> 
"nere will a unit be most useful?     (b) ./here will it be most in- 
teresting?     (S)    "here is the  pupil best  able  to carry it out? and 
U)   In SS^uiroT-Sr^ticn should be.given to 
Theirs Sue1as( experience upon which to base judges and 
^lintfthfchleTjur'p'ose  of the  social studies _is to orient 
which means  ^f.^^^pla'a constructive part in it,  - 
control it    and ^£jf»^J %e within the grasp, challenge his 
ZZllltl^fieTtorUt conduct, associated with satisfying 
emotions.22 
^National Education Association.    The  Department of Superintendence, 
0£.  cit., pp. 138-UO. 
22
j0hn K. Norton and Kfcrgaret A. Norton, *Wdatio*, pf Curri^l^ 
Building, New York: Ginn, 1936. PP. 197-203. 
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Joy M. Lacey in his book Teaching the Social Studies in the 
Elementary Schooj discusses what he thinks the content of the curri- 
culum and the materials and techniques should be.    He says: 
As the child moves toward the appreciation of how people live 
and work together he is becoming oriented in his world of growing 
and living things.    In the lower elementary school the child will 
be led to understand home and family relations, the community 
helpers, life in the city or on the farm, and the occupations and 
industries that provide for his material needs - food, clothing, 
shelter, transportation, communication, and the like.    In the 
upper grades the process of orientation is continued by gradually 
widening his range of knowledge.    In the intermediate grades it 
will be necessary to go deeper into the subject matter that treats 
of our social heritage of the past and the physical and geograph- 
ical problems that men have encountered.    With some groups and in 
some localities the social units of work may be predoininaiiliy 
geography ar history depending upon the interests and needs. -* 
The role of the social studies in the elementary school then 
is the orientation of young children in ttheir world which will 
serve as a foundation for further integration of learnings in 
their life in s chool and out of school. *4 
In his analysis of the social studies, Herbert Bruner lists 
for each grade, beginning with the fourth, the topics studied in the 
social studies, in order to discover which topics have received the 
greatest emphasis. 
He states that there are at least three scales represented: 
1. Courses that emphasize strickly subject matter, as against 
those that emphasize only pupils' experiences. 
2. Courses that emphasize the logical arrangement of subject 
matter in the older fields, such as geography and history, 
as fcgainst those that stress subject matter dealing with 
modern social and economic  problems. 
3. Courses that provide practically no correlation, as against 
those that correlate and integrate extensively.2? 
23Joy M. Lacey, Teaching the Social Studies j£ the. Elementary School. 
Liinneapolis, Minnesota: Burgess Publishing Company, 1944. 0. 11. 
2Albid.. p. 11. 
25Herbert B. Bruner, and other.    Vftiat Qur Schools are leaching, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,New York: 
1941. P.  147. 
MM 
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Bruner lists criteria for evaluating teaching and learning 
materials and practices as  follows: 
Activities 
Approach 
1. Is the approach sufficiently broad and flexible to 
include wor.c that will challenge the interests and 
abilities of the group and of each individual? 
2. Do the materials provide  a dynamic approach which 
will lead to further challenging and accomplishing? 
3. Is the suggested approach or approaches based upon  the 
present needs,   interests, and capacities of the group of 
which the teacher is the  guiding member? 
Pupil Furposing 
1. Do the activities provide for real purposing and plan- 
ning which will  stimulate in the pupil a desire to 
proceed on his  own  initiative? 
2. Do the activities result  from a problem-solving 
attitude on the part of the pupil? 
3. Will the activities give opportunity for the pupil to 
assume responsibility and to control his  experiences 
to an increasing degree? 
4. Do the activities provide for a clarification of 
pupil's purposeful ideas through various mediums of 
creative  expression,  such as  social activities, paint- 
ing,  drawing,  modeling,  dramatization, etc.? 
5. Do the activities  furnish adequate  opportunities for 
practicing and developing valuable work and study habits 
needed in accomplishing pupil purpose? 
Interests and Needs 
The activities must be  directed toward real needs,  based 
upon  promising interests, to the end that optimum 
growth may take  place;   hence these activities must be 
closely related to the present experiences of the  pupil. 
1. Are the  activities so closely related to the pupil's 
present life that  his  own interests will become the 
natural driving force in initiating and carrying the 
activities through? 
2. Do the activities promote sensitivity on the part of 
the  pupil to his o?m significant needs and problems? 
3. Will the activities, if successfully carried through, 
result in satisfying present interests and needs and 
also in creating new and still more valuable interests? 
Reality 
1. 
2. 
3. 
U. 
Do the activities arise from real life situations? 
Do they produce, as far as possible, actual life 
situations? 
Are the life situations involved in the activities the 
most realistic that can be ehosen and do they provide 
the greatest promise of growth in things that matter? 
Do the activities provide opportunity for the 
development of willingness and ability to face life sit- 
uations realistically? 
^^^mm ^^mammm 
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Variety. 
1. Is there sufficient variety to provide for pupil 
purposing and planning? 
2. Is there a sufficient range of activities to provide 
adequately for the various interests and needs of 
the group? 
3. Do the activities involve a sufficient range of 
significant social values for the members of the group? 
4. Is there sufficient variety of activities to enable 
pupils to face realistically the problems involved? 
Culminating Activity. 
1. Has the culminating activity been planned by all the 
members of the group in the early part of the work? 
2. Does it provide for the  optimum and most meaningful 
use of the activities and materials utilized through- 
out the work? 
3. Is it so set up that pupils and teachers have oppor- 
tunity to appraise their own ability to understand, to 
appreciate, and to make functional use of the ideas, 
activities, and facts employed during the work? 
U.    Has it offered optimal opportunities for a sharing of 
the work according to the interests, needs, and 
abilities of each member of the group. 26 
Dr. Laura Zirbes in her manuscript Comparative Studies of 
Current Practices of Reading, analyzes and compares seven courses of 
study, rated as superior with seven other courses, rated as inadequate. 
She emphasizes the strength and weakness of both the good and poor 
courses of study.   In her conclusion Dr.  Zirbes says: 
Courses of study may certainly be expected to influence practice. 
This influence may be conservative or progressive.    Practice can 
hardly be expected to rise to higher levels than its course, especi- 
ally in situations where the course of study is prescriptive. 
Some courses of study are so poor that practice is impeded by 
their influence. 
Some courses are so good that they are significant agents of 
reconstruction. 
The difference in wealth, variety, and quality of suggestions 
is a challenge to those who are responsible for courses of study.£< 
26Herbert B. Bruner and others, op. cit.. pp.  212-215. 
27 Laura Zirbes, Comparative Studiesi-of Current Practices in Read- 
ing, Organizing, Teaching Laterials and Units of Work. New York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928. p. 78-79. 
^mm^m 
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Numerous attempts have been made to set forth the qualities 
that should characterize a good course of study. For example, in a 
comprehensive treatment of 498 courses of study, Stratemeyer and Bruner 
found that points of weakness and strength observed in courses of 
study tend to group themselves around a few major headings. These are: 
A. Recognition of Educational objectives 
1. Objectives, standards of attainment 
B. What to teach: Organization of Subject Matter 
1. Content 
2. General organization 
3. Use of textbooks 
C. Recognition of and Adaptation to Pupils' Needs 
1. Recognition of the individual 
2. Activities 
3. Projects and problems 
4.Use of tests and measurements 
D. Adaptation to Teachers' Needs 
1. General helps for teacher 
2. Method 
3* Illustrative lessons 
4. Reference material for teachers 
5. Reference material for pupils 
E. Course of Study Itself 
1. Mechanical make-up 
2. Course of study as a whole 
F. Miscellaneous 2® 
The North Carolina Bulletin, 1934, sets up seven standards or 
criteria for courses of study as follows: 
1. A course of study should state the general objectives or 
aims to be accomplished. 
2. It should specify what to. teach in the way of subject matter. 
3. It should specify when to teach it. 
4. It should suggest h£j» £o_ teach the different phases of work. 
5. It should provide adjustments for. individual differences of 
pupils. 
6. It should provide for measurements of results. 
7. It should provide or suggest teacher helps and references.29 
28Hollis L. Caswell and Doak Campbell, Curriculum Development. 
New York: American Book Company, 1935. pp.455-456. 
2%orth Carolina State Superintendents of Public Instruction, 
Suggested Procedures for Curriculum Construction and Course of Study 
Building. 1934-35. Publication No. 179. Raleigh, North Carolina: 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1934. pp. 104-105. 
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The form and content of study recommended for teachers of 
Indiana are as follows: 
1. Quantity:    The Course of Study should be rich in suggestions 
but not too detailed. 
2. Style and Language:    The Course of Study should be within 
the comprehension of all teachers. 
3. Arsangement: The materials of the courses should be arranged 
in learning units.     Sach learning unit shall be numbered 
and named.    A brief introduction shall be written across 
the top of the page.    This introduction shall interpret the 
specific objectives.    Each unit should be arranged in three 
columns as follows: 
?.    The first column should state the pupil activities or 
materials of instruction. 
(l)    The activity shall be presented as a description 
of things to be done  and not  as an outline of in- 
formation to be learned. 
b. The second column should state the desirable pupil 
outcomes. 
c. The third column (right hand page) should offer suggest- 
ions to the teachers with respect to methods of procedure, 
(l)    In each grade and subject a sample procedure should 
be fully developed. 
4. Di,fferentiation:    Minimum essentials and enrichment should 
be indicated bjt "solid" and leaded paragraphs. 
5. References:  General helps and references should be given at 
the end of each unit.    Specific references should be included 
in\the procedure column. 
Concluding their analysis of courses of study, Stratemeyer and 
Bruner list the following which every course of s tudy should contain: 
a. Illustrative lessons of teaching procedures 
b. Standards of attainment 
c. Suggested standards of checking results of teaching (e. g., 
tests,  scales, etc.) 
d. Type problems, projects, etc. 
e. Suggestions for the correction of specific difficulties - 
remedial materials 
f. Suggested drills 
g. Suggestions as to the proper use of illustrative materials, 
graphs, etc. 
h.    Basic references for children 
i.    Supplementary references for children 
2°Roy P. Wisehart, Guiding Principles of Elementary Curriculum 
Revision for the St,ateof Indiana. Bulletin No. 107.    Indianapolis, 
Indiana:    State Department  of Public  Instruction, 1929.   pp.  11-12. 
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j.    References (for the teacher) to experiment, magazines, 
books treating of theory of method, 
k.    References (for the teacher) to subject matter and content 
1.    Suggestions for teaching children how to study.31 
Summary of Criteria for Evaluation of Courses of Study 
To summarize - the criteria essential to this 3tudy are these: 
I.    Is the curriculum accurate, useful, and learnable? 
II.    Is the curriculum flexible enough to appeal to the majority of 
children's interests? 
III.    Does the program provide for continuous development? 
IV.    Are the individual differences being met by a varied program? 
V.    Will the activity appeal to the child's interest now and also 
create new and more valuable interests? 
VI.    Are the learning situations real? 
VII.    Is the curriculum well balanced and comprehensive? 
VIII.    Is the program adapted to the maturity level of the child? 
IX.    Do the interests satisfy the real needs of the child? 
X.    Does the culminating activity provide for the optimum use of 
the activities and materials utilized throughout the work? 
Resume &£ £he State Course of. Study in. the. Social Studies 
The Suggested Twelve Year Program in the Social Studies of 
North Carolina are as follows: 
Grade I Living Together in School and Home 
A. The School 
B. The Home 
C. The Neighborhood 
D. Seasonal and Holiday Activities 
^Florence B. Stratemeyer and Hubert B. Bruner, Rating Elementary 
School Courses ojf Study.    New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1926. pp. 9} 126. 
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Grade II Living Together in Our Community 
A. Community Helpers 
B. City and Country Communities 
C. Seasonal and Holiday Activities 
Grade III       Community Living Now and Long Ago 
A. Possible centers of interest based upon Life in 
the immediate environment:    Food, Recreation, 
Travel, and Homes. 
B. Valuable experiences can also be gained through 
interests centering especially in the long ago. 
Indians, Pioneers in the local community, Historical 
Landmarks. 
C. Seasonal and Holiday Activities. 
Note:    For the first three years the social studies work will be 
informal, and it will be concerned with things the child, 
should be familiar with in his home, at school, and in his 
community environment. 
Grade IV 
Grade V 
Grade VI 
Grade VII 
Grade VIII 
Community Living Here and Far Away 
A.    People of mountaineous Lands 
People of Temperate Regions in Lowlands 
People of Seacoast Lands,  such as the Coastal 
States or Mediterranean Lands 
People of Hot '.Vet Lands, such as the Congo, Amazon, 
or Inoco Region. 
E.  People  of Hot Dry Lands, such as Arizona, New 
Mexico, the Sahara or Arabian Deserts, Egypt, and 
Mesopotamia. 
People of a Cold, Mountaineous Country on the Sea- 
coast, such as Alaska, Greenland, Northern Canada, 
Norway. 
B. 
C 
D. 
F. 
The Study of the United States 
Its History, People, Places, Products, and means of 
Transportation and Communications.    Special emphasis 
should be placed on the part North Carolina has played 
in the development of the United States. 
How the Present Grew Out of the Past 
A study of Europe, Asia,  and Africa with special 
emphasis on the contributions of Their Civilizations 
to Our Life in America Today. 
United States History and Relationships with 
Neighboring Lands 
The Story of North Carolina 
Its history, geography, and current economic and cultur- 
al problems.    Throughout the study of the State inter- 
relationships should be stressed.32 
32North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, op_. git., 
pp. 162-182. 
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Criticism of the North Carolina Course of Study in the Social 
Studies as Applied to North Carolina History 
Evaluation Instrument 
From the foregoing authorities the following criteria may be 
abstracted for application to the North Carolina Course of Study. 
I. Are the topics placed on a psychological sound level? 
II. Is there adequate supplementary material suggested for North 
Carolina? 
III.    Are the directions sufficiently adequate for teacher's use? 
IV.    Does the curriculum have a sound balance of the various 
elements, i.e., history, geography, economics, sociology, political 
science, psychology, and ethics? 
V.    Do the social studies begin at home? 
VI.    Is it set up in a democratic way so that the children will 
live democratically? 
VII.    Are the various segments of the course of study easily related 
to North Carolina? 
VIII.    Is the social studies program dynamic and vital in everyday 
living of youth? 
IX.    Does the course of study acquaint the pupil with the rich 
heritage of social, economic and cultural achievements of our citizenship? 
X.    Does it help the pupil to see more clearly the challenging 
opportunities which lie before him in the form of great possibilities for 
further progress? 
XI.    Does it provide guidance for developing skills? 
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XII.    Does it give the pupil a background of experience in his home 
State environment which will enable him to interpret present day life in 
North Carolina? 
XIII.    Does it help the pupil to find his place in the  stream of con- 
temporary life in North Carolina? 
XIV.    Does it provide a vocational outlook for those pupils whose 
education is limited? 
XV.    Does the course of study suggest interesting books, stories, and 
poems on North Carolina? 
XVI.    Are the topics selected such that diversified activities may be 
used i. e., constructing, building, modeling, and designing? 
XVII.    Do the courses outlined for the various grades meet the require- 
ments for the interests of children at that age level? 
XVIII.    Is the course of study accurate, useful, and learnable? 
XIX.    Does the program contribute to the general objectives of the 
school as well as to those objectives that are unique to the social studies? 
XX.    Does the  program provide for progressive, continuous develop- 
nBnt through the years? 
The Application 
For the application of these criteria to the Suggested Twelve 
Year Program for the North Carolina Public Schools, the writer asked an 
expert teacher, who has had wide experience in this field, to criticize 
the present course of study in its application to the teaching of North 
Carolina history in the social studies.    Mrs.  Margaret Y. .all, Principal 
of Caldwell School, of the Greensboro City Schools, gave the following 
opinions aa an answer to the above criteria: 
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I. Q« Are the topics placed on a psychological sound level? 
A. Yes, the topics are placed on a psychological sound 
level because they are topics which interest the children. 
II. Q. Is there adequate supplementary material suggested for 
North Carolina? 
A. In my opinion, the supplementary material suggested is 
not adequate. Publication No. 217 gives a list of materials usable in 
the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades but not for the fourth and eighth 
grades. I believe that a supplementary list applicable to each grade is 
needed. 
III. Q. Are the directions sufficiently adequate for teacher's use? 
A. The directions are sufficiently adequate for an ingenious 
teacher, but not for the average teacher. 
IV. Q. Does this curriculum have a sound balance of the various 
elements, i.e., history, geography, economics, sociology, political 
science, psychology, and ethics? 
A. The curriculum has a tendency to emphasize history even 
though the Twelve Year Program states -the social studies include those 
materials in the curriculum which are drawn fDom the fields of history, 
geography, economics, sociology, political science, psychology, and ethics", 
V. Q. Do the social studies begin at home? 
A. The Twelve Year Program states "The social studies program 
should begin at home". However, at present with special emphasis on 
North Carolina placed in the fifth and eighth grades, I believe that 
foreign countries are given too much time. 
VI. Q. Is it set up in a democtatic way so that the children will 
live democratically? 
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A.    Yes, the curriculum is 3et up so as to give the children 
an opportunity for democratic living. 
VII.    Q.    Are the various segments of the course of study easily 
related to North Carolina? 
A.    The suggestions made in the general plan on pages 158-159 
would indicate that the various segments of the  course of study could be 
easily related to North Carolina.    However, not enough emphasis is put 
in the detailed program. 
VIII.    Q.    Is the social studies program dynamic and vital in the 
everyday living of youth? 
A.    I believe there is an opportunity for giving the pupil a 
wider acquaintance with the rich heritage of social,economic, and 
cultural achievements of our citizenship. 
EC.    Q.    Does it help the pupil to find his place in the stream of 
contemporary life in North Carolina? 
A.    The Twelve Year Program seems to make such an emphasis; 
however, detailed units of work with emphasis on contemporary life 
would be helpful to the teacher. 
X.    Q.    Does it help the pupil so see more clearly the challenging 
opportunities which lie before him in the form of great possibilities 
for further progress? 
A.    Yes,  if a teacher offers such a challenge to the pupil. 
XI.    Q.    Does it provide guidance for developing skills? 
A.    The general plan does provide guidance for developing skills. 
XII.    Q.    Does it give the pupil a background of experience in his 
hare State environment which will enable him to interpret present day 
life in North Carolina? 
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A.    Cnly in the fifth and eighth grades but not in the others. 
XIII.    Q.    Does the course of study acquaint the pupil with the rich 
heritage of social, economic, and cultural achievements of our citizenships? 
A.    I believe there is an opportunity for giving the pupil a 
wider acquaintance with the rich heritage of sound economic and cultural 
achievements of our citizenship. 
XIV.    A.    Does it provide a vocational outlook for those pupils whose 
education is limited? 
A.    It does not provide this opportunity for every child. 
XV.    Q.    Does the  course of study suggest interesting books, stories, 
and poems on North Carolina? 
A.    No, it does not suggest a sufficient number. 
XVI.    Q.    Are the topica selected such that diversified activities may 
be used, i. e., constructing, building, modeling, and designing? 
A.    These are limited to grades five and six. 
XVII.    Q.    Does the course outlined for the various grades meet    the 
requirements for the interests of children at that age level? 
A.    Yes, it does. 
XVIII.    Q.     Is the course of study accurate, useful, and learnab]*? 
A.    I believe the course of study is accurate, useful, and learn- 
able. 
XH.    Q.    Does the Program contribute to the general objectives of 
the school as well as to those objectives that are unique to the social 
studies? 
A.     Yes. 
XX.    Q.    Does the Program provide for progressive, continuous develop- 
ment through the years? 
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A.    The general program provides for progressive, continuous 
developnent through the years, but there seems to be a weakness in the 
detailed program. 
Mrs. Wall gave her personal opinion concerning the set up for 
the Upper Elementary Grades in regard to the teaching of North Carolina 
in the social studies. She says that "The Twelve Year Program offers some 
excellent suggestions for the teachers of North Carolina.    In a bulletin 
of this type it would have been impossible to include detailed plans.    I 
feel that we need more emphasis on our own State in grades four through 
seven.    Too, many teachers are skipping over North Carolina to teach 
foreign lands.    At least one unit on North Carolina should be included 
in the curriculum each year.    This unit should not be a general unit as 
is done in the eighth grade, but a small unit which is of particular 
value to the child at his level." 
Summary of Results 
Good Points: 
I.    Topics are placed on psychological sound level. 
II.    Curriculum does provide for democratic living. 
III.    Social studies program is dynamic and vital to 
everyday living of youth. 
IV.    Program offers challenging opportunity for further 
progress. 
age level. 
V.    Program does provide guidance for developing skills. 
VI.    Courses outlined meet interests of children at that 
VII.    Courses of study are accurate, useful, and learnable. 
uo 
VIII.    The general program does provide for continuous develop- 
nent. 
IX. The program does contribute to the general objectives of 
the school as well a3 to those objectives that are unique to the social 
studies. 
Weak Points 
I.    Supplementary material is not adequate. 
II.    Directions are not sufficiently adequate for average 
teachers. 
III. Puts too much emphasis on history. 
IV. There is too much emphasis on foreign countries. 
V. A greater need for units to emphasize North Carolina 
in each grade. 
VI.    Does not provide vocational outlook for child whose 
education is limited. 
VII.    Does not suggest sufficient number of books, stories 
and poems on North Carolina. 
VIII.    Program only emphasizes background of experience in 
home State environment in grades five and seven. 
DC.    Diversified activities are limited to grades five 
and eight. 
X.    The more detailed program of the general program is 
not specific enough.    It leaves too much to the ingenuity of the teacher. 
■■■■ 
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CHAPTER III 
CRITERIA FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF UNITS 
Introduction 
There has been much discussion in recent years over the unit 
method of teaching.    Although the term unit is widely employed, there is 
a general lack of clarity or uniformity in its use.    The unit idea is not 
a new one, its genealogy has been traced from Herbart to Ziller to McMurry 
to Dewey to Morrison.1 
Ruediger says that "we have been dividing subject matter into 
units since schools began in ancient times and we shall continue to do so 
as long as schools last.    For this there is an inherent necessity because 
subject matter cannot be assimilated all at once; we must divide it in 
order to conquer it." 
James A. Michener and Harold M. Long have the following to say 
in regard to the teaching of history units: 
The question of history units is of great importance to the 
social studies.    One can summarize the wealth of discussion on this 
problem of history units as follows:    History courses will be much 
richer if carefully organized according to some principle of unit 
arrangement; units dealing with evolutionary movements or social 
processes should command a large share of the curriculum; and a 
iudicious balance should be maintained between units dealing with 
historical background and units dealing with present problems evelvang 
out of that background.3 
iEdgar B. Wesley, Teaching Ibft Social Studies.    New York: Heath, 
1937. pp. 518-528. 
William C. Ruediger, Teaching Procedures. Boston: Houghton,1932. 
P. 245. 
Barnes A. Michener and Harold 1U  Long,  The Unit in |he  Social Studies. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts:  Harvard University, 1940. pp. 24-25. 
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Jones, Grizzell, and Grinstead in their Principles of Unit 
Construction make the following statements concerning the subject-matter 
units! 
The subject-matter unit at its best represents a very distinct 
improvement over the older type of organization.    It is, in many ways, 
well adapted to an advanced stage of learning where there is a clear 
idea in the mind of the learner of the value of logically organized 
subject matter and some conception, in outline, of the complete organ- 
ization.    This subject-matter unit may be said to represent the mature 
level of thought and experience of the individual, of the expert who 
can size up a situation and who realizes that the logical organization 
can help him meet the situation.* 
Kepner says that the ideal history unit should "comprehend an 
evolutionary movement in history which is comprehensive in nature and 
significant and vital to social development.■" 
In 1926 Henry C. Morrison, who was directing the laboratory schools 
of the University of Chicago, published a summary of his work up to that 
time.    The central factor in his contribution was his idea of the unit of 
learning.    He presented a picture of how history had been taught up to 1920. 
He said he did not believe that the formless materials he found in history 
books was the history that children should know.    His idea of the unit, there- 
fore, was first to bring order and comprehension into large unorganized mass- 
es of subject matter. 
Morrison was determined to transform the curriculum into a body of 
meaningful learning experiences, jid from this idea the unit emerged. 
^Arthur J.  Jones and others, Principles of Unit Construction. 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1939. P. H. 
5Tyler Kepner, "Unitary History and Its Possibilities," The 
Social Studies. 26:  6-12, January, 1935. 
6Henry C. Morrison, The Practices of Teachiiig in the Secondary 
School. Revised Edition.    Chidago, Illinois: University of Chicago Presa, 
1931.  pp.  101-102. 
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Some Definitions of_ the Term Unit as. Given by. Authorities 
There are so many concepts of the unit and they vary so widely 
that the writer will give several definitions so that the reader may see 
what some of these concepts are: 
Morrison gives his definition ol the unit as follows: 
Hence we may define for our purpose the external things-to-be- 
learned as learning units, and further define a servicable learning 
unit as a comprehensive and significant aspect of the  environment. 
of an organized science. of an art, or of conduct. which being 
learned results in an adaptation in personality.'' 
Professor Tryon says, "To some a unit of work means a large 
learning situation which makes use of all varities of subject matter and 
draws upon all phases of experiences; to others it means a series of worth- 
while experiences bound together around some central theme of child interest."8 
Joy M. Lacey remarks, "The best feature of the unit of work, no 
matter how it is defined, is the opportunity it offers for integrating learn- 
ing.    A unit of work cuts across the subject matter lines and centers 
a 
attention upon unifying the learning of the pupils." 
Bruner points out the same condition: 
 the term unit means different things to different writers. 
Units differ in form, in length, in completeness, in adaptability, 
in richness of suggestion, and in possibilities of integration, and 
express different meaning in respect to the use of content and 
activities.10 
'Morrison, op_. cit.. p. 209. 
8Rollo M. Tryon, The Social Studies as School Subjects.    New York: 
Scribner, 1936. p.  519. 
9j0y M. Lacey, Teaching the Social Studies in the Elementary School. 
Minneapolis,  Minnesota:    Burgess Publishing Company,  19U.  p.   57. 
10Herbert B. Bruner.    The Place of Units in gourde, of Study.Jog 
Struction.    Pierre,  South Dakota:  State  Department of Public Instruction,  193C 
P. 3. 
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Caswell and Campbell say the following regarding the unit: 
All units may be classified under two major headings.    In one 
case, the primary point of orientation may be a phase of the group 
culture or a segment of potential subject matter.    The dominant 
purpose of the unit is to develop understanding of the particular 
body of content - expressed either in terms of facts to be mastered 
or generalizations to be understood - or of a given phase of the 
group culture, or of an aspect of the environment. 
The second general group of units seek their primary point of 
orientation in the experience of the learner.    It is held that the 
subject matter that, may possess unity for one person or group may 
be entirely lacking in this quality for other persons or groups. 
Needs, purposes, or interests are considered essential elements in 
determining whether a series of activities or body of content have 
real unity....Examinations of definitions of units shows how concept 
of units tend to divide under these major headings.    Consider the 
following definitions and notice the difference in emphasis on the 
environment, group culture, generalizations, and subject matter, on 
the one hand; and child experience, interest, and activities on the 
other. 11 
The following definitions of a unit have been taken from different 
authorities and show the variety of meanings: 
What is a teaching unit?    It is a meaningful body of subject matter 
so organized with appropriate learning acuities as to lead to the 
mastery of a definite major understanding. 
(A unit is) a comprehensive and significant aspect of the environ- 
ment, of an organized schience, of an art. or of conduct, which learn- 
ed results in adaptation in personality.1-3 
 a unit is so organized that everything that is included in 
the way of content, the organization itself, and the method of pre- 
senting it to the class if for the purpose of making it possible for 
the child to grasp the big understanding or theme that is back of it. 
^■Caswell and Campbell, op., cit., p. 403. 
12Zoe Z. Thralls.    "The Teaching of Geography," The Journal of the 
National Education Association.     22:153, May> 1933. 
^Liorrison, 2£« cit• > PP* 2A-25» 
^Bruner,  ££. cit.,  p. 10. 
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Units of work - means the larger learning situations which will 
draw upon all phases of experience and make use of all kinds of 
15 subject matter. 
Bjr a unit of work we mean the various experiences and activities 
of a grade which center around some one interest.1° 
A unit of work is a series of worth-while experiences bound to- 
gether around some central theme of child interest.1' 
....A unit of work is a complete experience based upon meaningful 
situations in child or adult life.    The unit is a fusion of mental, 
emptional, and sensory experiences;  it proceeds in a physical and 
social setting that resembles life, as far as possible; and it is 
directed toward accomplishment of a goal that results in some improve- 
ment in life.18 
The unit of work is the smallest division of the sodial studies 
curriculum.    The term, unit of work, refers to the organization and 
utilization of subject matter, activities,  and visual aids for teach- 
ing purposes.  " 
Caswell and Campbell classify the types of units under two distinct 
heads as follows: 
I.    Subject fetter 
A. Topical Unit 
B. Generalization Unit 
G.    Unit based on significant aspect of environment or culture 
II.    Experience 
A. Unit based on  center of interest 
B. Unit based on pupil purpose 
6.    Unit based on pupil need.^ 
ixi an Elementary 15Lincoln Sleraentary School Staff, Curriculum Mak 
School.    New York:    Ginn, 1927. P« 29. 
l6TomDsie Baxter,  "Some Techniques and Principles Used in Selecting 
and TeacniTa uSfS'work."    Xsachers College Record, 31:148, November, 
1929. 
^Katherine L.  Keelor and Uayme Sweet,   Indian Life a^d.gj jgg| 
Colonial Settlement. New York:    Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1931- P« !• 
18Caswell and Campbell, op., cit., p. 405. 
^Lacey, op_. cit., p.   56. 
20caswell and Campbell, op., cit., p. 406. 
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Llost authorities now agree that the interest of the child is the 
basis for any unit of work.     Thus,  studying the interests of children of 
different ages, it is a great help to the teacher in guiding them in this 
type of v/ork. 
Velda C. Baraesberger, in her dissertation on "An Appraisal of a 
Social studies Course" at Teachers College, Columbia University, has the 
following to say concerning the unit of work: 
 The developsnt of work units not only allows more time for 
the topic to be studied but provides also for correlation with other 
subjects.    The units developed for the social studies furnish a large 
part of the material for teaching reading, they stimulate the work 
in art and music, and they offer an excellent medium for the teaching 
of both oral and written language.21 
One of the most detailed analysis of the unit is the study by 
Jones, Grizzell, and Grinstead.    These authors contend that all units fall 
into the following three catagories: 
1. Subject-Llatter Units 
The French Revolution 
2. Center-of-Interest Units 
The Ancestral History of a Class 
3. Units of Adaptation 
Participating in the Rights and Duties of a Citizen 
The catagories are differentiated according to their structure 
and function.    The subject-matter unit consists of logically organized 
material constructed about some significant understanding.^ - - The 
center-of-interest unit is structurally an organization oi all P™ses 
of experiences and all kinds of subject matter about some central theme 
of student interest.     Functionally,  center-of-interest ^*f **>*". 
form the core of the elementary school curriculum.    The authors minimize 
each of the foregoing catagories, however in favor of the^ ^°f 
adaptation.    Structurally, this unit is an organization of ^°™^on> 
activities,experience, and evaluation centering about some life situ- 
ation over which the learner wishes to obtain control,    ^e authors 
contend that the bulk of the school curriculum should be composedof 
such units Subject matter units are just as acceptable, when 
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^Velda C.  Bamesberger, An Appraisal cj. ftJsgjgl S^s. Cjurje, 
Doctor's dissertation.    Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928. p. 3. 
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properly used, as the most recent unit of adaptation; and there 
are many situations in the social-studies curriculum when a unit 
on the Greek city state is as functional as a unit on the present 
war in China.    Regardless of its major emphasis, however, a good 
unit focuses on an evolutionary process and includes meaningful 
materials and experiences.    The similarities between good units 
far outnumber their superficial differences.22 
Selecting and Initiating the Unit 
All types of units require more extensive planning than the 
recitation type of instruction.    The initial planning of the unit is of 
the utmost importance.    The greatest requirement in planning a unit is 
that it should be flexible, both in planning and development.    The teacher 
must keep a report of the work she is going to do, she must have clearly 
in mind the setting, ways in which pupil interests are canvassed, and her 
objectives.    After the unit is started, she should keep a description of 
development of the unit, the  conclusion, and list the outcomes.    There 
should be a list of all references and materials used in developing the 
unit. 
Three methods for selecting units of work are suggested by Hopkins: 
First   the experienced teacher of a given grade recognizes certain 
probably be developed «£loh~^th. eo Idren^ During ^ 
summer  she  selects tentatively ana pxepaxo -interest      In 
„blch she belie.ee £1ftU -j^J^f TMSZ**** 
this process of preparation, she lists aix w*      orienting experiences 
activities to give breadth; sh* ^* tTmatter Zft Spful in en- 
as approaches;    she de -JgatJ^J? ~b Hf^f tensive "objectives to 
riching the different activities    =he aeii. ^ for 
be achieved;    she indexes sources of ^eriais i F H 
herself;  she anticipates the ^Ju?st^^f^^ich to make 
and plans means of helping *^*^,£*?%£ £?t?JLcover rich- 
intelligent answers;  she «^ *£ ^^in ^dividual interests 
^^^Z^^JT^^^^ abilities within those 
22Michener and Long, op.. cj£., pp. 18-19. 
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special interests;    she records all possible opportunities for group 
drives and leads;    she acquires a knowledge of the subject matter so 
necessary to enable her to give intelligent guidance to pupils; and 
finaaly, she examines the whole proposal with a most searching 
critical analysis to assure herself that the pupil learnings are 
socially and individually important both for the present and for the 
future    and are of greater value than some others which the unit re- 
places. 
The teacher who uses the second method of selecting a unit may 
enter the classroom in the fall with no definite idea as to a unit of 
work for the year.    She begins by accepting the interesting immediate 
and remote experiences of the children.    The visit to the seashore 
during the summer suggests a study of sea life; the trip to Europe 
calls for water transportation; the vacation spent in the mountains 
creates some demand for a unit on science; the summer on the farm leads 
toward farm life; and, because of the already incipient tendency to- 
ward art, one individual student proposes a unit on murals.    As these 
suggestions arise the teacher explores them to determine whether the 
interest of the group is genuine or cureory.    She knows that her unit 
must be built upon incipient interests that are or will develop into 
real, genuine, purposeful interests.    She is skeptical of cursory, 
tentorary, capricious interests.    To distinguish between the two types 
she gives information about a suggested unit and arouses activity 
toward it through excursions, readings, motion pictures, and discussions. 
IfThe enthusiasm for water transportation subsides under ^ sunlxght 
of information and activity, the teacher turns to another suggested unit 
and^epeats the process of orientation.    Through a period f*™***^ 
two weeks to a month, there emerges a permanent interest which the teach 
" ll^ZT^ZtoT^lUZ^ unit differs.slighUy from that of 
the  other two.     The teacher may examine  the previous education of a 
group and decide that a certain unit is necessary to give ^gtness 
area'or breadth to their experience    or to fill in what W^°* 
important gaps.    During the summer she will plan.^VJSioi      Such 
the ouDil Orientation immediately after the opening of school.    Such 
ZlZg is always in relation to the interests and educational needs 
SfttE^tfcflltt grpuR, and is in no sense similar to a planned-in- 
^."SSX^SsiS followed by all teacher so   a giverj gra     in 
a large number of schools or shcool systems regaf£e^ °nQ^
e 2§reV10US 
educational experiences and present interest of the learners. 
Lacey makes the following remarks in regard to the selecting of units 
of work: 
Then, are certain practical questions »hiLchteache *•*£?£.**„ 
selsctine units    U) KM. t£«xt    - f v ^ •**» af the 
in a previous theme?    K2) <^an tne cnxxu ^ 
different levels of experience be met. ^„Aaa ** should While  the same unit may be developed in ^IOUS grades it^hould 
be on different levels,    iach time care should be taken that more dim 
23L. Thomas Hopkins, "Curriculum Liking in a Child-Centered School," 
educational Method. 11:410-11, April, 1932. 
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cult understandings are developed so that learning is  progressive, 
Different activities and visual aids will need to be  used especially 
if the unit of work has been developed previously.    The teacher will 
have to be keenly aware of child growth and have a rich background 
of subject matter content in order to increase the understandings of 
the   child.    Instead she may merely duplicate the work of a previous 
year. 24 
The California Teacher's Guide to Child Development, gives the follow- 
ing suggestions concerning the selection of units: 
Some of the recent progressive courses of study permit greater 
leeway to the teacher and pupils in the choice of units.    Where this 
freedom exists, it is often possible to make a better selection of 
units in terras of the  previous experiences of the particular group 
of pupils, the background of the teacher, the resources of the local 
environment,and the important current developments,     Increased freedom, 
here as always, entails greater responsibility.    The teacher must with 
this freedom, make certain that the pupils have a balanced assortment 
of units, taking into consideration their whole program for the year 
and over a period of years.    She must also insure that any unit selected 
possess,  in fact, abundant opportunities for the growth of each and 
every child in the class.    With freedom to exercise choice,    teacher 
and pupils together find it profitable at first to spend some time in 
exploring the various possibilities open to them and in coming to an 
agreement on what seems the most significant and challenging field of 
study.    Here, as in every other phase of the work, the wise guidance 
of a farseeing teacher is indispensible.25 
' 
Criteria for Evaluating Units 
Caswell and Campbell classify the unit under different types.    There- 
fore, they say that in selecting criterion for evaluating units,care shoulu 
be exercised to see that the criteria for the type of unit desired is 
developed.    Other authorities have set up other types of criteria. 
The Lincoln Elementary School Staff in 1927 gave eight criteria 
for developing a unit: 
I.    The unit of work must be selected from real life situations ana 
must be considered worthwhile by the child because he feels that 
he has helped select it and because he finds in it many oppor- 
tunities to satisfy his needs. 
?4Lacey, op., cit.. p. 61. 
25Prepared under the direction of California State Curriculum 
Commission, Teacher's Guide  to Child Development in the Intermediate Grades. 
Sacremento, California:    California State Department of Education, 1936.p.77. 
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II.    The unit of work must afford many opportunities for real 
purpesing and real projects, and it will be something 
which the child can carry into his normal activity. 
III.    The unit of viork must stimulate many kinds of activities 
and so provide for individual differences. 
IV.    a.     The unit of work must make individual growth possible, 
b.    The succession of units of work must provide for con- 
tinuous growth from one level to the next. 
V.    Each unit of work must furnish leads into other related 
units of work and must stimulate in the child the desire for 
a continued widening of his interests and understandings. 
VI.    Each unit of work must help meet the demands of society and 
must help clarify social meanings. 
VII.    Each unit of work must be accompanied by progress in the use 
of such tool subjects as contribute to that unit. 
VIII.    Each unit of work must lead to the  development of desirable 
habits.26 
Harap in 1931 gave the following criteria: 
1. It should involve a variety of direct sensory experiences. 
2. It should provide for some free, informal association of the 
pupils. 
3. It should provide an opportunity for manipulative or bodily 
activity. 
A.    The parts of the unit should make a coherent whole. 
5. It should provide a considerable amount of pupil activity. 
6. It should be satisfying or the anticipation of the outcome 
should be  satisfying. 
7. It should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative 
material. 
8. The unit of work should have a useful purpose in the present. 
or future life of the pupil. 
9. It should reproduce actual life situations, as far as possible. 
10. It should utilize materials as they occur in life. 
11. It should contain accurate information. 
12. It should provide opportunity for the pupil to originate, 
plan, and direct the activity, as far as possible. 
13. It should provide opportunities to judge, choose, and evaluate. 
1A.    The exposition should be clear enough to make it possible 
for a new teacher to put the unit in practice, if she so de- 
sires. 
15. It should be within the available  time for the unit. 
16. It should state clearly where materials may be obtained. 
17. When references are given, they should be complete and exact. 
26Lincoln Elementary School Staff, op_.  cit., pp. 31-41. 
27Curriculum Laboratory, Bulletin No. 17. Cleveland, Ohio: Western 
Reserve University, November 193lT~pTo. 
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The Teacher's Guide to Child Development gives  six. standards 
as guides in the development of the unit as well as its selection: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
U. 
The unit should involve intimate contact with aspects of 
social life that are of fundamental significance today.    By 
this criterion,  it would be more valuable  to study China or 
the  British Empire than the Eskimos or Hottentots, because 
the  former are of vastly greater importance in world affairs. 
The   unit should be so developed as to acquaint pupils with 
the crucial data, relationships, conditions, problems, and 
the significance for human welfare of t'e field studied. 
This standard demands proper relative emphasis on the im- 
portant and the trivial and a continually broadening social 
outlook and ever more penetrating social insight.    It re- 
requires more than a hasty, superficial study of any important 
topic which is selected. 
The unit should provide for a large amount of actual experienc- 
ing by pupils, and for abundant contact with first hand sources 
materials.    The aim is to broaden and enrich the experience 
of pupils; not to build up a body of information remote from 
and alien to the pupils' own activities and the social life 
he sees going on about him. 
The unit should provide pupils with abundant opportunities 
for clarifying and enriching the conceptions gained, through 
various forms of individual and group expression.    Greative 
expression through meaningful dramatizations, construction, 
drawing, sketching, painting, modeling, pageantry,  puppetry, 
music and other means is a significant part of the process 
of acquiring understanding. 
The unit should continually stimulate mental activity on tne 
part of the pupils.    This should reveal itself in the re- 
cognition of problems and in their thoughtful^consideration. 
It is revealed in purposing, planning, executing, and 
evaluating on ever higher levels. 
The unit should provide for continuous sharing of purposes, 
activities, and achievements in an atmosphere of cooperative 
effort.    Pupils should be living the democratic life as well 
as learning about it.28 
The iiinneapolis Public Schools offer the following criteria as a 
guide in the selection of units: 
1.    Is the experience of vital interests to the. child because it 
is closely related to his present life and because it has grown 
naturally out of his past experiences? 
5. 
6. 
28California State Curriculum Commission, o£. cit., pp. 77-79. 
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2. Will the learnings which take place as a result of the 
experience be of value to the child now? 
3. Will the experience provide for recognition, preservation, 
and development of the individuality of each child? 
if    Will the experience stimulate many kinds of activities and 
as a result provide for physical, mental, and personality 
growth? 
5. Will the experience lead into broader interests and signi- 
ficant understandings? 
6. Will the experience furnish opportunity for planning, 
executing, and evaluating on the part of each individual? 
7. Have the past experiences secured such participation and 
success as to give the child a feeling of assurance in new 
experiences? 
8. Rill the experience provide opportunity for real social living? 
9. Will the experience develop_a. better understanding and 
appreciation of the wide variety of man's activities? 
10. Vtill the experience  guide him to appreciate the contributions 
that others make to his well being and help him to find his. 
place in the scheme of things? 
11. uill the subject matter involved open various  fields  of 
knowledge such as science, history, geography,art,  and litera- 
ture ?29 
The xaleigh, North Carolina, curriculum committee set up criteria 
as follows: 
1. The unit of work must be selected from real life situations; 
that  is, it must be related to the  present experiences  of 
the children, not of adults. 
The activity should appeal to children's interests and should 
not only satisfy present needs, but should contribute to 
some of the larger needs of life, as health, citizenship, 
group relationship, pride in school conduct, the wide use of 
leisure time. 
2. A unit that is wofcth while should be hard enough to challenge 
and at the same time easy enough to insure some degree of 
success. Good questions to ask in this connection are, Does 
the activity present too many difficulties?    Is it beyond 
the abilities of the children?    An activity should be suited 
to the state of development of the child.    To be really worth 
while it should require real effort on the part of the  child- 
ren and should call for thinking as well as for manual effort. 
3. The unit of work must stimulate many kinds of activities so 
as to provide for individual differences.    In order to do 
this the unit must have some easier possibilities than others. 
The teacher should so guide the work that each child will get 
29Minneapolis  Public Schools, Tenative Course of Study, in Socia^. 
Studies for the Elementary School.    Minneapolis, 1/dimesota:  .Unneapolis 
Public Schools, 1937. pp. 17-rl8. 
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4. 
something to do that will bring him satisfaction.     It is 
the  doing of a thing successfully that brings the satisfaction, 
although failure  for some  individuals means growth. 
The  unit   should challenge  initiative and resourcefulness; 
should give  opportunity for growth in leadership,  and in 
independence,  in ability to assume responsibility;  it should 
stimulate the exercise  of  judgment on the  part of the children, 
and the ability to plan things for themselves;   it should tend 
to real  investigation,  to preseverance.    An activity should 
have holding power. 
A unit should lead on to other worth-while activities - make 
the  child want to  do something bigger;  tend to increase 
appreciation for worthwhile things. 
A unit is not very big that does not cause the  children to ask 
questions;   it should foster an inquiring,  investigating 
attitude.    It should lead to other related units.    When we 
leave a unit it should be with the feeling that  here  is a 
fieldthat is  interesting enough for  further reading and 
study. 
Is  the  unit practicable under school conditions?    A unit 
should not be undertaken unless materials and helps are 
available  for carrying it  out. 
..ill the unit contribute to the chil's efficiency?    .'/ill  it 
develop good habits,  desirable attitudes,  efficiency in some 
of the tool subjects,   or provide  opportunity for exercise of 
specific ethical habits,  as thrift,  promptness,  obedience, 
courtesy, honesty?3° 
The Social Studies Curriculum, Fourteenth Yearbook, gives the 
5. 
6. 
following standards for evaluating activities: 
1.    What indication is there in each of these items that the 
activity is of such a nature that the pupils receive maximum 
profit from it? 
(a)    Is it suited to th» stage of development that this 
group  has now reached? 
Have they had the experience necessary to a 
satisfactory completion  of the work? 
Are they too advanced either in terms of achievement 
or in terms of interest  for the work? 
Are the materials used suitable to their stage  of 
development either in terms of control over them or in 
terms  of quality of final product? 
Are the materials and methods to be used suitable  from 
the  standpoint  of possibilities of acquiring new or 
better technics? 
30Raleigh Public Schools, A Suggested List of Activities for 
Grades One to Six, Series No. 1. Raleigh: Raleigh Public Schools,  1928. 
pp. 13-15. " 
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(b)    Does the activity provide for self-expression? 
Are the materials available  such that the child can 
express his own ideas and individuality in carrying 
out his activity? 
Are  the methods, materials,  and plans  such that the 
pupils can proceed without dictation by a teacher altho 
he may be called upon for help and advice? 
Are  the materials, methods,  and purposed results such 
that they have meaning and significance for all those 
that are to work upon the activity (altho not necessarily 
for the entire class)? 
11 the activity provide an opportunity for creative 
work either in discovering some new way of doing a thing; 
discovering an interesting way of organizing material; 
developing ways for themselves in expressing ideas, 
convictions,  or feelings;  or developing by themselves or 
with others a  finished product conceived and produced as 
their own? 
(c) Does the activity provide an opportunity and incentive 
for the pupils to acquire added facility, by the use of 
natural situations, of the fundamental skills in reading, 
writing, oral and written expression, spelling, etc.? 
(d) Does  the activity provide an opportunity and incentive 
for building up progressively better habits of study 
and work in organizing, planning, and carrying out plans? 
(e) Does the  activity give opportunity and incentive for 
using a variety of study technics? 
(f) Is the activity of such a nature that it  will furnish 
a means for the teacher to observe the  pupils in action 
so that he may judge where  they need help and where they 
need to be let alone to work things  out for themselves? 
(g) Is the activity of such a nature that it will help 
pupils to learn to work together harmoniously, effective- 
ly,  and economically? 
2.     iihat indication is  there in these activities that they are 
of such a nature that they will prove of interest to the pupils. 
(a) Does the activity call into play one or more of the 
following natural tendencies: 
The tendency to play? 
The  tendency to construct? 
The  tendency to express oneself in language, art,  bodily 
expression,  and music? 
The tendency to collect and own? 
The tendency toward display of one's attainments? 
The tendency to investigate and inquire? 
(b) Will the activity give  satisfaction because it  is  fitted 
to the  capacities and abilities of the group? 
V/ill it challenge their efforts? 
Is it accomplishable? 
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(c)    Are the means of carrying on this activity and the end 
sought identified with the personalities of these child- 
ren? 
Did the idea originate with them;    If not, did they make 
it their own by  some modification or rearrangement of 
plans: 
Did they plan how their ideas were to be carried out? 
Have they some real reason why they wish to carry on this 
activity?     in other words  does it  fill a  real needcin the 
class program or work?    or is it merely ornamental or 
decorative? 
Yihen the activity is completed will the production by of 
some practical use dither to the individual or to the 
class.' 
Can the workers proceed without undue interference or help 
by the teacher? 
Are the materials to be used for carrying out this activity 
those over which the pupils enjoy working? 
3.    Are the suggested activities within the limits of time and 
materials  available'.' 
Is there time to do the work well.' 
Will the time taken for the work rob pupils of time needed for 
other things,  considered more important? 
at materials are needed for the work.' 
Are these materials available without unduly taxing the re- 
sources of the pupil or group'. 
Velda C,  Bamesberger diecusses the criteria developed by the Lincoln 
School for evaluating work units,: 
In order to judge the work units which are reported by the lincrin 
school of Teachers oollege in its recent publication Curriculum taking 
in an elementary ochool. certain criteria were developed.    The 
following quotations from the publications axpress the purposes which 
the  social  studies com ittee  had in mind in organizing the Oklahoma 
'Jity -iourae of otudy: 
1. A Unit must be considered worth while by the  child because he 
feels that he has  helped to select it, and because he  finds in 
it many opportunities  to satisfy his needs. 
2. The  unit of work must offer ra-jiy opportunities for real purposes 
and real projects, and it will be something that the child can 
carry into his normal activity. 
3. The unit must stimulate many kinds of activities, and so provide 
for individual differences. 
U.    The  unit must lead to the development of desirable habits. 
31National Education Association.    The Department of superintendence. 
-he Social studies Curriculum.  Fourteenth Yearbook.    Y.ashington,  D. C.I 
The department,  1936.  pp.  297-298. 
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The work onits developed for the s ocial studies course include 
a statement of the desirable objectives; and outline of the subject 
matter in problem form;  sources of materials as an aid to teaching; 
suggestions for activities from which the teacher may choose; and fin- 
ally, suggestions concerning the presentations of the units of work. 
The material suggested in the work unit was formulated as a guide to 
the teacher, and in no sense as a plan which she was to follow in its 
entirety.    It was considered rather an organized body of subject matter, 
as rich as it was possible for a committee to make it, in suggested 
activities foom which the teacher might choose.     Too much material 
was included for the average class to complete during the time allotted 
to the unit.     It was also hoped that the suggestions might  be indicative 
of better types of activities, thus encouraging and stimulating rather 
than discouraging initiative on the parts of the teachers.    Recently 
in an address before the Progressive Education Association, Professor 
Dewey stated that one of the most valuable contributions which could 
be made by teachers of progressive schools was to work out bodies of 
organized subject matter and sources of materials, not as patterns but 
as possibilities of action - thus liberating the activities of teachers 
who were working on similar problems from the onerous task of looking 
up the material for themselves, and enabling them to center their 
attention upon the individual needs of the pupils in their classes.32 
Criteria for Application to the Sub.iect-l>iatter Units 
From the foregoing authorities the following criteria have been 
selected as appropriate to the purpose of this thesis: 
I.    The unit should contain accurate information. 
II.    It should provide sufficient concrete and illustrative material. 
III.    The activity should be within the abilities of the children. 
IV.    The unit should stimulate a desire on t he part of the individual 
to proceed on his own initiative. 
V.    The unit should provide opportunity for social contacts. 
VI.    There should be experimentations, explorations, investigations, 
and evaluations in various fields. 
VII.    The unit should lead to other related units. 
VIII.    The   unit should provide for individual differences. 
32 Bamsberger, op.,   cit., p. 4. 
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EC.    The unit should provide for creative work. 
X.    The unit should contribute to the child's efficiency.    It 
should develop good habits, desirable attitudes, and efficiency in some 
of the tool subjects. 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA 
Selection o£ the Subject 
Introduction 
The history as outlined for the seventh grade is American 
history, but interwoven in the history of America are many events 
that have happened in North Carolina.    There is an old doctrine, 
"Education like Charity begins at home" which nearly alwyas proves 
true.    A child's understanding of his own state is a base from which 
larger worlds may be conquered.    Therefore, in teaching American 
history, some outstanding events that took place in North Carolina 
should be emphasized.    In this way the children are taught to realize 
just what part the state of North Carolina played in the building of 
our nation. 
Howard E. Wilson in his American History in the Social Studies 
program says: 
The first task to be undertaken realistically by those who *»«W 
make the nation-s story serve its highest Juncti+
onS,i?cl
g^eom^hf "°f
±0R 
is that of selecting wisely suitable teaching materials from the end- 
less data of history The primary educational problem is    What 
assets of accluLaled insighfinto the manifold phases of American 
history are most worth teaching?... .The teacher guilds ™*\ a 
fours7in^merican history, utilizes and goes beyond the textbook 
bringing to its elaboration or its revision the freshest fruits of 
the scholarships he represents.1 
lHoward E. Wilson, "American Hi^^inv
th\So=ialp^^!?DS:af *"'" Elements at the. Social Studies Program, Sixth Yearbook.    Philadelphia. 
:.fcKinley Publishing Company, 1936. PP' 41»4*« 
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Importance of the Battle of Guilford Court House 
Although four of the major battles of the Southern campaign of 
the American Revolution were fought in North Carolina, the seventh grade 
history text, American History by Latane and Latane, devotes about one 
page to the entire campaign.    The battle of Guilford Court House has been 
considered by historians as the turning point of the war; yet, in the 
textbook, this great battle has not been given even a paragraph heading. 
In an article by Frances Kieron for the Journal of American 
History, she has this to say about the battle of Guilford Court House: 
The battle of Guilford Court House was not only one of the hard- 
est fought and most deadly conflicts of the American Revolution - 
creating a profound impression in Europe; but was the decisive en- 
gagement of the Southern campaign, contributing no small part in 
bringing about almost immediately, the freedom of the Thirteen 
Colonies.2 
Judge Schenck, in his North Carolina 1780-'81, makes the follow- 
ing statement concerning this battle: 
The battle of Guilford Court House, fought on Thursday, March 
15th, 1781, between the American forces under Major General Natn- 
anaei Greene, and the English forces under Lord Cornwallis, was in 
^opinion, second in its results to no battle fj*^**™" 
war      It was the only pitched battle fought on the soil of North 
Carolina, between the two regular contending MriM, * "M**" 
tude, and for that reason is more conspicuous in North Carolina 
history than any other event of that period.^ 
Among the many people who fought in the battle of Guilford Court 
House were three English historians, vix; Colonel Stedman, Colonel Tarleton, 
and Sergeant Lamb.    Each has expressed his opinion concerning this battle. 
Judge Schenck in his North Carolina IZBfclfiL quotes Colonel Stedman: 
2Frances Kieron, "The Battle of Guilford Court House," The Journal 
of American History.    7:1, First Quarter, 1913. 
3David Schenck, North Carolina 1280^81.    Raleigh: Edwards and 
Broughton, 1891. p. 293. 
■-» 
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....that a victory achieved under such disadvantages of numbers 
and ground was of the most honorable kind, and placed the bravery 
and discipline of the troops beyond all praise; but the. expense at 
which it was obtained rendered it of no utility.^" 
Colonel Stedman's comment on the result of the battle was: 
....the victory at Hobkirk's Mill, like that at Guilford Court 
House although most honorable and glorious to the officers who com- 
manded, and the troops that were engaged, produced no consequences 
beneficial to the British interests.' 
Colonel Tarleton, an officer who fought at the battle of Guilford 
Court House and who later became a British Historian makes the following 
comment on t his battle in his book, A History of the Campaigns of 1780 
and 1781 in. the. Southern Provinces of. North flaerica: 
The superior number, as well as the freshness of the continentals 
having had no march, and but a alight engagement, together with the 
comparative state of the British, and the evident advantage of the 
ground, might have intimated and recommended the movement, which 
if carried into immediate execution, would probably have produced 
the fatal effect; but the pause of the Americans, and their voluntary 
return to the ground where they were originally formed; prevented 
the marked and favorable interval of which the British availed them- 
selves, by collecting as large a force as possible and pushing for- 
ward their center.    To this oversight or hesitation of the Americans 
may be attributed a victory, which, however, splendid and honorable 
to the general.and the troops was not useful or advantageous to 
Great Britain.6 
Fox, in the British Parliament, contended that the victory was 
Greene'3.    He argued that "if the British had been vanquished, they could 
only have left the   field and fled to the coast, precisely the measure 
Cornwallis was compelled to adopt", and exclaimed, "Another such victory 
would destroji the British army!"' 
*Ibid.. p. 383. 
5Ibid.. p. 410. 
6Banastre Tarleton.    A History of the Campaigns of 17J0 and 1281 
in the Southern Provinces of North America.    Dublin, Ireland: Colles, 1787. 
pp. 276-286. 
'Schenck, op.,  cit.. p. 384. 
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Henry B. Carrington, in his Battles of the American Revolution. 
quotes from British authorities: 
Pitt and the other political leaders in Great Britain regarded 
it as the "percursors of ruin to British supremacy in the sotath"; 
and the correspondence of Cornwallis, official and unofficial, 
breathes but one sentiment as to the repugnance of the southern 
people at large to respect British authority. 
A bulletin issued by the United States Department of the Interior 
entitled Guilford Courthouse National Park says: 
The importance of the Battle of Guilford Court House lies not 
inthe battle itself, not in the numbers involved, the tactics 
employed, nor in the casualties inflicted upon either side.    Rather 
its importance is in the  effects which flowed from it, and in the 
fact that in winning Cornwallis was the ultimate loser. 
Thus Guilford Courthouse is important in the immediate result 
of rendering North Carolina safe and in the larger result of free- 
ing Greene's hands for reconquest to the southward.    The Grand British 
plan of campaign was broken.    Cornwallis was driven into Virginia 
without making secure his rear.    Greene lost a battle but won a 
campaign.9 
This battle marked the beginning of the end of the Revolutionary 
struggle.    It was a British victory, but a victory which left the 
enemy so weak that it caused them to lose the campaign for the sup- 
pression of  the rebellion in the Southern states, a victory that 
started the armies of Cornwallis on the road to Yorktown, and 
surrender.iO 
Senator Benton, in his eulogy on Nathanael Uacon, the great 
Commoner, who was a soldier under Greene up to February 1781, takes 
occasion to discuss the historical results of this battle* 
Thfl nhilosoohv of history has not yet laid hold of the battle 
of GuflfSfSlonsequencS and effects.    ££Mg"ft£ 
capture at Yorktown. The  events are told in every hi^ory, their 
8Henry B. Carrington.    B&teU* the American Revolution. 
New York:    Barnes, 1876. p.  56A. 
9United States Department of the Interior. Gui^ord..Courthouse 
National KiUrv Park. Washington, D. C: Government Printing Office, 
1940. p. 11. 
10 i 
Ibid., p. 3. 
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Cornwallia was to subdue the Southern States, and was doing it, un- 
til Greene turned upon him at Guilford.    Washington was occupied 
with Sir Henry Clinton then in New York, with 12,000 British tropps. 
He had formed the heroic design to capture Clinton and his army 
(the French fleet co-operating) in that city, and thereby putting 
and end to the war.    All his preparations were going on for that 
grand consummation when he got news of the battle of Guilford, the 
retreat of Cornwallis to Wilmington, his inability to keep the field 
in the South, and his advantage - an easier prey, and the same result 
if successful.    Cornwallis or Clinton, either of them, captured would 
put an end to the war.    Washington changed his plam, deceived Clinton, 
moved rapidly upon the weaker general, captured him and his 7,000 
men, and ended the Revolutionary war.    The. battle of Guilford put 
that  capture into ..ashington's hands;  and. thus. Guilford &Qd Xprktown 
became  connected:  and the philosophy of history shows their de- 
pendence,  and that the lesser event was the father to the greater.11 
Local Significance 
To the children of Guilford County the battle of Guilford Court 
House should be of great local importance because 
I.    The battlegound is now the only National Park in the South 
kept up by the United States Government. 
II.    The battleground is also a recreational park, although it 
is not meaningful to the majority of people who visit it. 
III.    Many of the people of Guilford County are descendents of 
soldiers who fought in this battle.    Many of the names in this section 
are the names of people who played important parts or performed deeds 
of patriotism during those trying days. 
In order to enrich the course of study in the seventh grade, 
from the standpoint of North Carolina, a unit has been prepared on "The 
Significance of the Battle of Guilford Court House." 
Procedure in Following Criteria 
H«Benton's Thirty Years in the United States Senate," quoted in 
Schenck, op.,  cit., p.  115. 
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Teacher's Preparation 
leaking history real through use of colorful details. Johnson, in 
his Teaching of History, has the following to say regarding the teaching 
of history in the elementary grades: 
History throughout the elementary course should abound in con- 
crete details for visualizing persons, situations, events.    In 
meeting this condition even trivialities are permissable.    Facts 
spurned by the standard historians may furnish the very touch need- 
ed to make the misty immortals of history really human.    There is 
a place for the hat that Napoleon wore at Leipzig, the color of the 
waistcoat that graced the person of Daniel Webster when he replied 
to Hayne, and , in spite of a recent intimation that such a fact 
has no place in history at all, even the color of the horse that 
bore Washington at the Battle of Monmouth.    The point is not that 
the details of this character are important as history.    No sinsible 
teacher would think of having them memorized by pupils.    They are 
details to be used for the moment to stimulate the sense of reality 
and then to be laid aside.    The picture fades, the sense of reality- 
remains.    On the same principle there is a place for even the trivial 
details relating to what "those historical characters" thought and 
felt. 
School history, to be made real and kept real, should begin with 
realities which can either be observed directly or which can be re- 
presented directly, and should continue throughout the school course 
to provide frequent opportunities for appeals to such materials. ' 
Preparation of unit. Preparation of this unit required that the teacher 
acquire accurate information.    A search of the Library of Woman's College 
and the Greensboro Public Library revealed that there is in these libraries 
a great deal of information on this   subject, but that most of it is too 
advanced reading for seventh grade children.    It was also found that many 
of the old histories were out of print and could only be used as library 
references.    The special files containing many old valuable newspaper 
clippings could not be handled by the children. 
From this preliminary research, it became evident that the teacher 
would have to secure information and either rewrite or tell it to the 
children.    Many ftours were spent coyping facts, interesting data, and 
12Henry Johnson, Teaching of History.    New York:    Lfecmillan, 1940. 
PP. 176-178. 
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stories.    These were typed, pasted on cardboards, and put in a file so 
that they could be taken to the schoolroom and circulated among the child- 
ren. 
After all available material was collected, a visit was made to 
the battleground by the teacher in order to understand more thoroughly 
the "lay of the land".    At the museum, a conference was held with the cus- 
todian, who contributed other valuable information concerning the museum 
and also the location of different markers on the battlefield.    He made 
available some bulletins prepared by the Superintendent of Documents in 
Washington, D. C. to be distributed among the children.    These bulletins 
entitled "Guilfard Courthouse National Military Park", and "Weapons and 
Equipment of Sarly American Soldiers" give much valuable information. 
The Unit Outline 
Teacher's Overview of Content 
A statement of the situation of the war,- - General Gates' defeat at 
Camden on August 16, 1780, and the arrival of General Nathanael Greene 
to take charge of the American armies in the South were the real begin- 
ning of the Southern campaign.    The battles of King's Mountain and 
Cowpens quickly followed.    General Greene was still playing for time, 
avoiding a full pitched battle with Lord Cornwallis until he could re- 
organize hi* army and get re-inforcements from other states. 
Story, of the. battle.- - The battle of Guilf ord Court House was fought on 
Thursday, March 15, 1781, between the British, under the command of Lord 
Cornwallis, and the Americans, under the command of General Nathanael 
Greene.    For weeks General Greene had been avoiding a conflict with Lord 
Cornwallis because he Lacked sufficient strength to meet him in a pitched 
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battle.    His re-inforcements finally reached him on Sunday, March 12th, 
and he immediately proceeded to Guilford Court House, where he had 
already selected the battlefield a month before.    He arrived there on 
March 14th, and gave instructions to his men as to their duties and places 
in the line of battle. 
Lord Cornwallis, in the meantijne, was encamped on the Deep River, 
near the present town of Jamestown.    Upon learning of Greene Is arrival at 
Guilford Court House he set out at once to meet him.    This was what he had 
been waiting for for weeks.    He had the greatest confidence that his army 
was superior and that he would be victorious. 
Early on the morning of the battle, General Greene sent Colonel 
Lee and Colonel Campbell out on a scouting party towards New Garden Meet- 
ing House.    Near there they encountered Tarleton's Dragoons and soon a 
vigorous skirmish was started.    The horses of the Americans were far 
superior to those of the British, and soon the Americans had killed or 
wounded most of the British horses.    At the height of the skirmish the 
main body of the British army was seen approaching ao the Americans turned 
and went back to the battlefield, reported the approach of the British, 
and took their places in the regular line of battle. 
About one o'clock the battle began.    As the British crossed over 
little Horsepen Creek and started across an open field on the old Saliabury 
or New Garden road, they were fired upon by the Americans on the first 
line, who were hid behind an old rail fence, on the edge of the woods. 
Captain Singleton had a cannon placed in the middle of the road, 
and as soon as he opened fire, the British began to scatter and fall into 
battle formation.    Many of Colonel Webster's men who were the first to 
cross the open field, were killed or wounded. 
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The Americans on the first line were composed mostly of 
volunteers, who had no experience and were poorly equipped, with only 
their rifles for protection.    They had been ordered to fire two rounds 
when the enemy was within about fifty feet and then fall back to the s econd 
line which was about 400 yards back of the first line.    Colonel Lee, Colo- 
nel Campbell, and Colonel Washington!B cavalry were to support them on 
their flanks as they fell back.    General Eaton and General Butler were in 
command. 
The second line was composed of North Carolina and Virginia 
militia, who were better equipped and better trained.    Generals Lawson 
and Stevens were in command of this line. 
The third line was directly back of the second, about 500 yards, 
on the hill that led to the court house.    This line was composed of the 
Continentals, or regular army.    These, strongest troops, were under the 
command of General Huger. 
The British had broken through the first two lines and were 
fighting the third line, when General Greene noticed that most of the 
troops who had been fighting on t he first two lines had left the battle- 
field.    He also saw a group of Tarleton's Dragoons approaching to re-in- 
force the British.    As he had said that he would not sacrifice his army, 
he quickly decided to retreat fromxhe battlefield.    Accordingly, he left 
the battlefield to Lord Cornwallis and retreated several miles down the 
road to his camp at the Speedwell Iron MM.    Cornwallis, at first started 
to pursue him, but upon learning of hi* strong defense there, recalled 
his men. 
That night it began to rain which added much to the suffering of 
the wounded and dying on the battlefield.    The next morning Cornwallis 
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took his wounded to New Garden Meeting House, where he left the most 
severely wounded in the care of the Quakers, while he marched with hie 
army to Bell's Mill on Deep River.    Realizing that he was severely 
crippled and would not be able to fight General Greene again, he retreat- 
ed as fast as possible towards Wilmington where he  coufcd get much needed 
supplies from the British ships that lay at anchor in the habbor there. 
After two days, General Greene pursued Cornwallis, but when he 
reached Ramsey's Mill in Chatham County, he turned and headed towards 
Charleston, South Carolina to relieve that city, which was still in 
British hands. 
Interesting characters and incidents. - - During the research for informa- 
tion concerning the battle of Guilford Court House many interesting stories 
were found which would appeal to the children and add just the touch need- 
ed to "make the misty ii«nortals of history really human" as suggested by 
Johnson in his Teaching of History, referred to in the beginning of this 
chapter. 
The best collection of stories and incidents found was from Rev- 
erend E. W. Caruthers Old North State 1226, Revolutionary Incidents und 
Sketches of Character. The following are subjects of some of the meet 
interesting stories:    Peter Francisco, Bugler Gilles, Mrs. Martha Bell, 
».. Kerenhappuch Turner, Mrs.  John Ianier,Dr. David Caldwell, Margaret 
LlcBride, Thomas Donnell, and John Larkin. 
fl„ or ei* year, of age by a Various boat *M P* ■* —» * Ci* 
M*. Virginia, ^aaviag no clue to hia identity.    Ha »aa dreaeed in fin. 
ciotbea, .ore silver bnCdea on bis aboea and apofc in a foreign tongue. 
He bad evident* been tapped «. so*e n.bl. M».   »- » -> — 
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later he was adopted by Judge Winston, a very prominent man, the uncle 
of Patrick Henry.    He grew to an enormous size and was known as the 
"Giant of Virginia".    He joined the army fighting in many battles and 
being wounded many times.    He fought at the battle of Guilford Court 
House and was said to have killed eleven men on one spot with his great 
sword, which had been a present to him foom George Washington.    Although 
he was severely wounded in this battle and left on the battlefield for 
dead, he was found by an old Quaker and nursed back to health.    He re- 
turned to Virginia, whene he spent four years educating himself, and then 
married a very prominent girl, the first of his three wives.    He died in 
Richmond, Virginia January 16, 1831, and was buried with military honors. 
On the battleground has been erected in his honor a large monument. 
Bugler Gillies.- - Gillies, a lad of about fourteen years of 
age, joined Light Horse Harry Lee's Legion somewhere in South Carolina 
in the Fall of 1780.    No one kbew his real name or anything about his 
family.    He could play the bugle well, so he became the bugler for the 
Legion.    He became a favorite of Colonel Lee who gave him a beautiful 
horse to ride.    On February 12, 1781, while the Legion was on a scouting 
party between Summerfield and Oak Ridge, a group of Lee's men met some 
British soldiers who Mediately started after them.    Gillies, who was 
riding on an old horse that he had borrowed from a farmer, was overtaken 
and cut to pieces by the swords of the British while he begged for mercy. 
His body was carried to the home of Mr.  Bruce of Bruce's Cross Roads and 
buried in the yard.    A monument to this youth, who was loved by all who 
+ A w thfi Daughters of American Revolution on the knew him, has been erected by the uaugm-ers 
u4ii*ri     There is also another monument to him on the spot where he was killed,    mere is IUBU 
battleground. 
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nirs. Martha Bell. One of the best known mills anywhere In 
Guilford County during the Revolutionary war was Bell's Mill on Deep 
River, between Jamestown and the present town of Randleman.    This mill 
was owned by a Mr. and Mrs. Bell.    Mrs. Bell was a very wealthy widow 
before marrying Mr.  Bell, who was a man of considerable means himself. 
Sirs. Bell was known far and wide for her intelligence and many people 
came to seek her advice.    She became so popular that she charged for her 
services.    She was the only doctor that many knew and always answered 
calls, regardless of the time of night or the distance to be travelled. 
She always carried her pistols and was never afraid to go alone.    Although 
there were many desperadoes about the country, they seemed to fear her 
and she was never harmed, although several attempts were made.    Lord 
Cornwallis went to her home the day after the battle of Guilford Court 
House and made it his headquarters, using her mill to grind his corn. 
He had already heard of her and respected her.    She did not fear him and 
was one of the few who ever dared talk back to him.    He kept his promise 
to her and did not burn her mill. 
Mrs.  Karenhappuch Turner.- - Among the many women who hastened 
to the battlefield after the battle of Guilford Court House was Mrs. 
Kerenhappuch Turner from Maryland.    When Bews reached her that her son 
had been seriously wounded in the battle, she started immediately on 
horseback and rode all the way alone to Guilford Court House, where her 
son was in a log house near the battlefield.    She introduced a new way of 
caring for his wounds by tying to the rafters a bucket in which she had 
bored some small holes.    She filled the bucket with water from "Bloody Run" 
Creek and allowed the cool water to drip upon the wound, thereby relieving 
the suffering and cooling the fever.    This idea was the forerunner of the 
aodem ice-pack.    A monument, a likeness of this devoted and ingenious 
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mother, stands on the battleground. 
Mrs. John Lanier. A few miles above Winston-Salera, on the 
banks of the Yadkin River in Surry County lived a Mrs. John Lanier.    Her 
husband, Colonel Lanier, was with General Greene at Charlotte, North 
Carolina.    Late one afternoon in February, 1781, Mrs.  Lanier looking out 
of her window saw the British army approaching.    Their bright red coats 
and shining bayonets made a beautiful picture.    Soon they were in her yard 
and Lord Cornwallis followed by wveral officers entered her home and told 
her he was making her house his headquarters for the night.    Immediately 
he ordered her to a back room with her little daughter and colored mammy. 
The soldiers began killing her chickens, bringing in her nans and collect- 
ing everything available to eat.    Mrs. Lanier begged them for some food 
for her little girl, but they refused her this.    Later, she slipped into 
the kitchen and stole some fried chicken and hot biscuits.    The next morn- 
ing, they threw out her furniture and burned and destroyed it.    At her re- 
quest they left her one horse, but the chief cook took his knife and cut 
the saddle to pieces, to spite her for having stolen his chicken and 
biscuits the night before. 
Dr.. David Caldwell.- - Among the pioneers of Guilford County was 
Dr. David Caldwell, who came from Pennsylvania when he was quite young and 
settled at Alamance just a few miles south of Greensboro.    He was for over 
sixty years preacher, doctor, teacher, and patriot.    Although he was the 
pastor of Alamance Presbyterian Church, he studied medicine and practiced 
in his community for years.    He and his wife, Rachel, also maintained a 
school in which were educated many men who later became prominent in the 
history of North Carolina.    During the battle of Guilford Court House he 
became so important that the British offered a big regard for his capture, 
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dead or alive.    He had many narrow escapes and his home was plundered many 
times.    All his library was burned.    His wife and children were subjected 
to many hardships by the ruthless Tories and scouting parties of the 
British.    The 3ritish, under Lord Cornwallis, encamped on his property 
about a week before the battle of Guilford Courthouse.    His monument on 
the battlefield is located not far from the one of General Greene.    One 
of the Daughters of American Revolution Chapters of Greensboro, North 
Carolina, is known as the Rachel Caldwell Chapter.    There are many inter- 
esting stories about the escapes of Dr. Caldwell in Caruther's Life of 
Dr.. David Caldwell. 
{Margaret McBride:- - Among the early settlers of Guilford County 
was a man by the name of Hants HcBride who was Scotch-Irish and a member 
of Dr. David Caldwell's congregation.    He had a young daughter about 
fourteen years old named Margaret, but better known as Maggy.    She had 
heard of the awful things the Tories were doing all around the country 
and she knew the danger that surrounded them at all times.    To the North 
and North West of the McBridea was a great stretch of forests known as 
the -Pine Barrens", which covered the spot where part of the city of 
Greensboro now is.    Since no one lived in that part of the country it 
became the hide-out of some of the Tories.    The Whigs, on learning that 
the Tories were hiding in the Piney Barrens, started in search of them. 
They had heard that the Tories were not very far from the McBride farm. 
They arrived at the farm about nightfall, but did not dare venture into 
the woods without a guide.    Mr. McBride was away from hce.    After question- 
ing Lirs. McBride and Maggy as to the Tories where-abouts, they learned that 
Maggy knew the way to their supposed hiding place.    They asked her to go 
with then and show them the way.    She finally consented and climbed up on 
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jargaret &Bride:- - Among the early settlers of Guilford County 
was a man by the name of Hantz ^cBride who was Scotch-Irish and a member 
of Dr. David Caldwell's congregation.    He had a young daughter about 
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I 
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the horse behind the Captain and guided them to the place where she had 
heard the Tories were hiding.    As the searchers nearedthe place, they 
heard the Tories.    Maggy slipped off the horse and ran home as fast as 
she could.    She could hear the pistols and guns firing and knew that a 
battle was taking place.    When she reached home she told her mother that 
she felt sure that the Tories would all be killed ar had fled and would 
not trouble them again.    She was right; they were not heard from again 
in that section. 
Thomas Donne 11.- - Several days before the battle of Guilford 
Court House Thomas Donnell, who lived on the north side of Reedy Fork, 
had been riding around the country with Colonel Washington, acting as a 
guide.    On the morning of the battle they came into the New Garden Road, 
just a short distance above where the first line of battle was drawn up. 
Donnell told Colonel i.ashington that he had shown him all the territory 
that he knew, and that he would like to return home.    Colonel Washington 
did not want him to leave, and was wondering what to do when he looked 
up and saw another man approaching.    He asked the newcomer to relieve 
Donnell and act as his guide.    The  stranger said that since he did not 
have a good horse to ride he could not do it.    Washington then told Donnell 
to exchange horses with the stranger.    This he did, although he hated to 
give up his fine horse.    As soon as the stranger got on Donnell-a «*> 
horse, he Mediately fled as fast as he could through the woods, thus 
Washington was deprived of a guide and Donnell of his fine horse. 
John, term- - John Larkin was a tenant on the farm of Thomas 
Donnell.    Cn the morning of the battle of Guilford Court House, Donnell 
«t Larki, and two other neighbors headed toward the battleground.    Larkins 
had aver his shoulder a stick on the end of which was tied a piece of meat. 
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Donne 11 asked Larkin why he was carrying the meat, and he replied that 
he might have use far it before the day was over.    When he reached the 
battlefield, Larkin approached an officer and asked him if he might fall 
in with his company.    He was told he might.    Then he wanted to know if 
he "might take a tree".    The officer told him he could.    When he saw the 
British coming, he turned around and asked the officer if he might fire. 
Being given this permission, he fired and killed a man.    He was known to 
have killed several during the day.    After the battle was over, he picked 
up his stick with the meat on it and went home, none the worse for having 
helped out in the battle for the day. 
Suggested Approaches 
I.    Give a test on the Revolutionary liar, specifically asking 
questions on the battle of Guilf ord Court House. 
II.    Make a trip to the battleground during the study of the 
Revolutionary war.    Children will realize their text has told them very 
little about this battle. 
III.    Have children write short stories of the history of Guilford 
Court House, Guilford County, or the City of Greensboro.    In either of 
these, reference will be made to the village of Guilford Court House which 
stood on the battlefield.    The City of Greensboro was started not long 
after the battle  of Guilford Court House and was -arned for the American 
general, Nathanael Greene. 
IV.    A study of National Parks will reveal that Guilford Military 
National Park was once the scene of a great battle and played a very im- 
portant part in American history. 
1U 
V.    Interesting biographies- men and women of North Carolina. 
The life of Dr. David Caldwell of Greensboro and the part he played for 
nany years in helping build up Guilford County, and his importance during 
the Revolutionary period. 
Suggested Procedures 
I. Before beginning this unit, it is essential that the pupils 
thoroughly understand the events of the Southern campaign that led up to 
the battle of Guilford Court House. This knowledge can be determined by 
former tests or by giving a pretest. 
II. If children have not a clear understanding of the events 
leading up to this battle, then the teacher should have a brief review. 
III.    A class discussion should be held to determine what informa- 
tion should be obtained.    As a result of questions asked by the pupils, 
committees should then be appointed to bring in preliminary reports on 
several selected topics, such as: Nathanael Greene, Lord Cornwallis, 
Guilford Battleground Company, Judge David Schenck, Bugler Gillies, the 
Guilford National Military Park or the museum. 
n     The special bulletins issued by the United States Government 
on the battle of Guilford Courthouse should be ordered either from Washing- 
ton, D. C  or purchased from the custodian at the Guilford Military Park 
museum.    These contain valuable information. 
V      in order to keep material organized, a scrapbook should be 
Planned.    Each child should keep a list of all requirements for scrapbook. 
«ined     Each child should be responsible for a contn- 
expression to ideas gained,    iwicn ciuw 
bution. 
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VII.    After the children have studied for a few weeks, an ex- 
cursion should be made to the battleground and museum. 
VIII.    A brief study should be made of Revolutionary songs. 
Children should learn to sing some of them. 
K.    Stories should be read and told.    Scenes should be dramatized. 
X.    A play may be written and presented by the class as a cul- 
minating activity. 
XI.    Spelling words selected from the histories may be listed 
and studied. 
XII.    Tests should be given at the end of activity. 
Reading 
Story Telling 
Dramatics 
Exploring 
Learning Activities 
Discovering 
Listening 
Construction 
Appreciation 
Summarizing Activities 
Spelling 
Painting 
Writing Stories 
Play-writing 
Geography 
M. a large **P of Cuilford County aa It appeared in 17*1.   »—. all 
^ortant epota connected It. the battle of Guilford Court Houee. 
«. a ^ of Norto Carolina aa it appearad in 1781 aho-ing the route, 
of the American and British amdea through the State. 
U*e a large nap, M three feet hy ten feet, sho»ing the old Saliabu^ 
the hattle faction.    Sho. open fields and «ooda.    Be euro to include 
legend. 
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Reading 
Read all literature available on the battle of Guilford Court House. 
Spelling 
List all important words needed for re-qriting stories, letters, etc. 
for use as spelling words. 
English 
Have each child make a large scrap book.    This should contain pictures 
drawn by the children, letters, stories, and a record of other activities. 
There should be a conteats page at the beginning and a reference page 
at the close. 
Art 
Reproduce upon the sand table the Guilford battleground.    Show where 
the lines of battle were drawn up.    Build the court house and jail of 
minature logs, also the old rail fence.    Use small Umbs of shubbery 
for trees. 
Paint a large mural portraying events and characters from different 
stories before, during, and after the battle. 
Uusic 
Present a short musical program representing the music and sosgs ofthe 
Revolutionary times, with emphasis on the songs that v,ere sung by the 
soldiers. 
Recreation 
Make an excursion to the battleground and museum. 
Give a colonial fa. Children may dress in colonial costu.es. 
Tests 
Give objective tests. 
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Other. Suggested Units £or Grades IV, V, and U 
The State Course of Study recommends in its special handbook on 
Social Studies that each teacher stress in each grade some important facts 
of North Carolina history.    Several suggestions are given in the handbook. 
There are many that could be developed into short worthwhile activities 
that would be meaningful to the children.    The following are suggested 
for grades IV, V, and VI; 
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Unit for Grade IV: Daniel Boone 
Season for selection. The course of study in the 8ocial Studies for the 
fourth grade offers no legitimate reason for a study of North Carolina 
in this grade, but it does suggest holidays - the celebration of such 
holidays as Thanksgiving, Christmas, birthdays, and the like.    Children 
of the fourth grade are very much interested in pioneer life.    Daniel Boone 
was born November 2, 1734 in North Carolina.    In discussing with the class 
some names of great men born in November, the name of Daniel Boone may be 
introduced.    This would be a reading activity and should last two or three 
weeks. 
Unit for Grade V: The Lost Colony 
reason for selection:- - The fifth grade course of study begins with early 
exploration and settlements in the new world.    Since Raleigh's Lost Colony 
gave the impetus to the first settlement at Jamestown and later settlements 
in Massachusetts, it seems legitimate to give fifth grade children this 
early fascinating story of the early settlement of America.    Time: two 
or three weeks. 
Unit for Grade VI: The Origin of Some North Carolina Ballads 
Season for. selection:- -People from Europe settled in Western North 
Carolina and many living in the mountains have kept the old customs in 
their purity.    The ballads of North Carolina are found to have their 
counterparts in the Elizabethean period.    The North Carolina Handbook on 
Social Studies says the following regarding the sixth grade social studies, 
"The total sixth grade social studies program is concerned chiefly with 
-«+*   therefore, to consider European contribu- 
Surope.    It seems approprxate, thereiore, 
,.»    ^    *M. ^flria      Particular emphasis should 
tions to North Carolina life in this grade,    rarwc 
be placed on cultural developments." 
CHAPTER V 
VALIDATION OF CRITERIA 
Test of Criteria 
Effect on Pupils Studying a Subject-Matter Unit 
Constructed in Terms of the Criteria 
The effect on pupils studying a subject-matter unit constructed 
in terms of the criteria of the foregoing chapter was most gratifying to 
the teacher, not only from the results of the scores of their tests but 
from the satisfying effect it seemed to have upon the pupils themselves. 
Ihe effectiveness of the program was judged by the accomplishments of 
the pupils as measured by articles of work completed.    A record kept by 
the teacher of the large units of work along with collections of the 
children's work was concrete evidence of pupil growth. 
This unit covered a wide range of possibilities for development 
and nany new fields of interest were opened to the children for investi- 
gation.    This activity helped the children to understand the contributions 
of the People in the past to the living of today.    It helped them to 
understand how man has met and solved major problems in the past.    It 
opened up such fields as science, history, geography, art, literature 
«* helped them to understand their relation to the present social 
environment.    By this means, the present was explained and understood in 
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In this activity the children investigated various kinds of 
firearms and equipment of the Revolutionary times.    They compared it 
with what we have today; they followed the evolution of firearms and 
military training, riwh in historical associationsj they studied the 
contributions which military training have made to our modern life. 
Through literature, art, and music they enjoyed the spirit of the 
Revolutionary days much more than if they had merely read their lessons 
in the textbook.    The children learned to select and apply methods of 
thinking and acting useful to them in life situations.    They developed 
social contacts by working in groups, which called for cooperation, tol- 
erance, tact, and judgment. 
Experimentation with Children 
Description of School 
The pupils used for this experimentation were a seventh grade 
class from one of the Guilford County schools, a seven teacher elementary 
school in the surburbs of Greensboro, North Carolina.    The school build- 
ing was above the average in physical condition; the school organization 
was very good; and the faculty had a high rating as to teachers. 
Distribution of Children by Intelligence, Age and Sex 
The class consisted of twenty-eight children, eleven boys and 
seventeen girls, ranging in age from twelve years to almost fifteen years. 
The children came from average homes.    Most of the parents worked in the 
city at various occupations; only one family farmed.    Most of the parents 
were co-operative but from a few home-school co-operation was entirely 
lacking.    The class was, as a whole, one of remarkable unity of purpose 
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and initiative.    The girl3 showed much more initiative than the boys. 
There had been very little extra-curricula activities in this school, 
as was the case in most of the county schools.    There was need of im- 
provement in the citizenship qualities of several of the boys.    For 
example, one boy with an intelligence quotient of 81 had been a problem 
case in several previous grades.    He was irresponsible and apparently 
was not interested in any particular subject,    his greatest delight was 
in trying to upset the room by pert remarks at the most inopportune time. 
However, during this activity he showed a marked improvement; he appeared 
interested for the first time in what was going on around him.    On the 
test following the activity, he received the best grades he had made 
during the entire year. 
The following distribution indicates the intelligence quotients 
of the members of this class. 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF INTELLIGENCE TESTS 
I.  Q. 
70-80 
8U-85 
36-90 
96-100 
101-105 
106-110 
111-115 
116-120 
121-125 
Boys 
"I" 
T 
Total Score   2760 
Median   100 
Girls 
T 
T 
T 
T 
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Subject Background 
The subject of this previously prepared unit was "The Signifi- 
cance of the Battle of Guilford Court House".    As has been stated before, 
the battle, of Guilford Court Hose, although considered by historians as 
the turning point of the Revolutionary War, has not been given its due 
place in the history text used by the seventh grade pupils of North 
Carolina.    The children, therefore, did not gain much knowledge of this 
battle from the meagre facts listed in the history text. 
This seventh grade had for several weeks been studying the Rev- 
olutionary War.    The teacher, in order to emphasize some important histor- 
ical event that took place in North Carolina, took this opportunity and 
decided to emphasize not only the part of North Carolina in the Revolutionary 
War but to make their entire study of the Revolutionary War more meaningful 
by a detailed study of this famous battle.    The situation seemed ideal - 
it was teaching not only American history, but North Carolina history, 
the battleground was located within a few miles of the  school and is the 
only battlefield of the Revolutionary War kept up by the United States 
Government in the South.    Another important factor was that it was only 
about six weeks before the l65th anniversary of the battle.    Svents to 
be studied would coincide with the time of the year, and a cutting 
activity could be given on the anniversary date, making it still more 
effective. 
Pretest. 
M tki close of the etudjr of the Revolutionary War a preteet « 
». to fcter^ -t tta =la»s had learned, and d. to detente their 
.eataesa and strength on this subject.    The following is a copy of the 
test, showing the questions asked: 
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Test on the Revolutionary War 
1. What was the cause of the Revolutionary War? 
2. Name in order the first three battles of the Revolutionary War. 
Give date of the first battle. 
3. Name the Generals in command of the British and American armies? 
4. What was the Declaration of Indenpendence? 
Who wrote it? Name three signers. Give date. 
5. Why was the battle of Valley Forge important? 
6. What country came to our aid? 
Name two men who were sent as representatives to France. 
7. What happened at Camden, South Carolina on August 16, 1780? 
8. "Who was sent to take command of the American army in the South? 
9. What important battle was fought near Greensboro, North Carolina? 
Who were the commanding Generals of the American and British 
armies in this battle? 
Why was this battle so important? 
10. How did the Revolutionary War end? When? 
11. Who was George Rogers Clark? Who was John PaulJones? 
12. What was the financial status of the United States at the close 
of the Revolutionary War? 
13. How far did our territory extend at the close of the war? 
H. What city was the capitol during the Revolutionary War? 
15. Who was elected president of the United States at the close of 
the war? 
.'. 
TABLE II 
SCORES FOR TEST GIVEN BEFORE ACTIVITY UNIT 
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Scores 
0-20 
_2j^Q_ 
JJ^Q 
61-70 
71-80 
81-90 
91-100 
Girls Boys Both 
Setting Up. of Project 
How Interest was Created 
Whan the questions concerning the battle of Guilford Court House 
„ere checked, the teacher m*de it a point to ask several questions about 
the battleground.    A check-up was made to see how many children had ever 
visited the battleground.    The check-up revealed that only about half of 
the. had ever been there, but none of the. knew anything about the battle 
or about the people to whom the moments had been erected.    Questions 
.re asked by the children and soon there was a lively discussion.    One 
particular question that aroused th.1* interest was 1*0 knows the story 
,    v    ,      w   Oil lies?"   Since no one had ever heard of him, 
of the little bugler boy, Gillies.      »*» 
the story was told to tt. class.    Ttey wanted to hear acre stories.    They 
decided they would life, to Know aore about the battleground, the battle, 
and about the people who fought the battle. 
The children were told ** an activity unit « and son. of the 
interesting things that could be done i. studying a topic in this way. 
They were also told tbat studying the details of this outsorting battle 
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would help them to understand more clearly the other battles of the 
Revolution; the training and equipment of soldiers in those days; the 
problems of feeding an army; the sacrifices of the people on the home 
front- and the importance of this particular battle as the turning point 
of the Revolutionary War. 
Aspects of the Unit 
The outline of subject matter included in the unit of work has 
been prepared merely as an aid in teaching.    It is not expected that the 
outline be followed strictly.    Additional topics may be included, and in 
certain classes all the topics may not be attempted.    The order of pre- 
senting the topics should depend upon the development of the work within 
the class.    The following is a list of the summarizing activities: 
Summarizing activities: 
I. A large map was made of Guilf ord County showing the location 
of the old Guilford Court House and the area of the battleground.    The 
m0st important rivers were shown and other important spots of interest 
were marked. 
II. a large mp of North Carolina, as It appeared in 1781, «M 
„ade.    Ihie »ap showed the .arch of lord Comwallie and also that of 
General Greene through North Carolina. 
III.   A reproduction of th. battleground was n»de on the sand table. 
The old court house was represented by a ^mature log building, also the 
Ml beside it.    The three lines of battle were distinctly »**.    The 
old rail fence on the first line was built of Mnature logs.    The soldiers 
TO,, m. cut from cardboard and colored.    The 
and horses were molded from clay or cut irom car 
k    Q™, Maces of shrubbery set up on a clay trees representing the forest were pieces 
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base covered with sand. 
IV.    £ach child made a large scrap book.    The title page was made 
more attractive by the use of cut block letters.    Everything in the book 
was listed on the content page.    The book contained many pictures drawn 
by the pupils depicting scenes from stories read or heard, such as: the 
picture of the flag carried at the battle; sketches of the lives of 
General Greene and Lord Cornwallis; a letter to a friend from an imaginary 
soldier telling of his experiences on the battlefield; a list of spelling 
words; invitation to a tea; and a copy of the program of the play presented. 
V. After the children had studied about two weeks, an excursion was 
made to the battleground.    The battleground now had a much deeper meaning 
tc them.    The things they saw in the museum added more information to that 
already gained.    The custodian explained many things to them concerning the 
articles on display, and also told them other interesting things concerning 
the monuments on the battleground.    The markers showing where the three 
lines of battle were drawn up were noted with interest.    They were eager 
to locate the monuments of the different characters they had studied. 
VI. A large map, about three feet by ten feet, showing the old 
Salisbury Road or New Garden Road at the spot where the battle took place, 
was made.    By using different colors, the three lines of battle were distinct- 
ly shown, also the open fields and forests.    This map was used on the stage 
during the play, so that the audience could visualize more clearly the line- 
up of the battle.    While   a reader gave a brief description of the battle, 
a guide pointed to the various places on the map. 
VII. Each child painted one large picture for the art exhibit.    He 
chose any scene he wished from the many stories read or heard. 
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VIII.    A short study of the Revolutionary songs revealed that there 
were not many original tunes, but many parodies on old tunes.    The most 
popular of which was "Yankee Doodle".    The words of the poem "Cornwallis1 
Country Dance" were sung to this tune. 
K.    As a culminating activity, a four-act play entitled "Cornwallis' 
Country Dance" was written and presented by the pupils.    Every child was 
given a part.    This play was not just on the battle itself, but included 
important events leading up to, during, and following the battle.    This 
activity proved very valuable to the children.    The play was given on the 
165th anniversary of the battle of Guilford Court House.    Mothers and 
guests were invited to the assembly program.    After the play the visitors 
were invited to see the exhibits in the classroom.    Refreshments were served 
by the children. 
X.    As a final check, two informal objective tests were given on 
the battle of Guilford Court House.    One was a completion test and the 
other was a multiple choice.    Tvventy-five questions were asked on each 
test.    Only two children made below 90 on the final test.    Children who 
had been making very poor grades before and some who had failed, passed 
these tests and were delighted with the outcome.    As a proof that they had 
enjoyed the activity they began to ask when another one could be started. 
Results of the Activity 
Attitudes 
It has been said that improvement in character traits has been 
considered more important than progress in academic ratings.    Both, how- 
ever, are essential and should be attained together. 
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Some of the attitudes gained during this study were: 
I. The development of a deeper interest in their history 
II. A spirit of cooperation 
III. An appreciation of the advantages we have today over those 
of the Revolutionary period 
IV. An appreciation of the military training our boys receive 
today and the organization of our army and navy. 
V. An appreciation of the organization of subject-matter by 
having kept a record of their work in the form of a scrap book. 
VI. Desirable individual aptitudes - the various phases of the 
project gave an opportunity for a display of a wide range of talent. 
It revealed who were our artists, our actors, our singers, the best 
story tellers, the best story writers, and those best in manual work. 
Tests and Results 
The following are copies of two history tests given to the group. 
The first one was given before the second one. The first one is a 
multiple choice. 
History Test - Multiple Choice 
Read each question or statement and make a cross 
b1?or^ the BEST answer, as shown in the sample 
( 
Sample       ( 
( 
The soldiers who fought in this battle were; 
a. all from North Carolina 
b. from North Carolina and Virginia 
X      c.    from many states 
v.*  ;„ +HA South during the Revolutionary 1.    Of the namy battles fought in the Soutn during 
War the most significant was: 
a. Camden 
b. King's Mountain 
c. Guilford Court House 
d. Cowpens 
■ 
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2. General Greene did not fight Cornwallis for many weeks after 
he took command of the Southern armies because: 
a. He was too far away from him 
b. He had to re-organize his armies 
c. He was not strong enough and was waiting for 
reinforcements 
d. Because of the weather 
3. One month before the battle a council of war was held at: 
a. Charlotte 
b. Guilford Court House 
c. Hillsborough 
d. New Garden 
4. Nathanael Greene retreated across the Dan River because: 
a. He was in need of provisions 
b. He wanted to rest his army 
c. He was playing for time, awaiting re-inforcements 
5. General Greene selected the place for the battle: 
a. The day of the battle 
b. One week beforehand 
c. A month in advance 
6. Cornwallis moved his camp the day before the battle to: 
a. Bell's Mill on Deep River 
b. New Garden 
c. Guilford Court House 
d. Jamestown 
7. The morning of the battle Lee and Campbell, who were sent on 
a scouting party, met Tarleton's men near: 
a. Bruce's Cross Roads 
b. Bell's Mill 
c. New Garden lieeting House 
d. Guilford Court House 
Cornwallis advanced to meet Greene because: 
a. He thought he could win the battle 
b. He was surrounded and could not retreat 
C.    He was cut off from his supplies 
The number of men under Cornwallis was: 
a. About 1,000 men 
b. About 2,500 men 
c. About 5,000 men 
The number of men under General Greene was: 
a. About 1,000 men 
b. About 2,500 men 
c. About  5,000 men 
3. 
9. 
10. 
' 
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11. The site selected by General Greene for the battle was: 
a*    In an open field 
b. Favorable to the British 
c. Very advantageous 
12. Guilford Court House was a community of about: 
a. 500 inhabitants 
b. 200 inhabitants 
c. 50 inhabitants 
13. The battle was fought along: 
a. The Bruce road 
b. The old Salisbury Road 
c. The Fayetteville road 
U.    The battle began: 
a. Early in the morning 
b. About noon 
c. Late afternoon 
15. General Greene drew up his battle formation: 
a. In the trenches along the road 
b. Among trees in front of the courthouse 
c. In three separate lines 
16. Greens's army was made up mostly of: 
a. Trained men 
b. Volunteers 
c. Volunteers and militia 
17. Gornwallis1 army was made up of: 
a. Highly trained men 
b. Mostly volunteers 
c. Tories 
18. The first line, which was composed of volunteers and North 
Carolina militia: ... . 
a. Surrendered to the British 
b. Held the line to the last man 
c. Fired two rounds and retreated as ordered 
19. The  second line was composed of: 
a. Continentals 
b. North Carolina Uilitia „.,,«.,. 
c. Virginia and North Carolina Militia 
20. The third line was composed of: 
a. Volunteers 
b. Continentals 
c. Militia 
21. The battle lasted: 
a. About thirty minutes 
b. Two hours 
c. All day 
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22.    The British won the battle because: 
a. General Greene surrendered 
b. They had more men 
c. General Greene ordered a retreat 
23     General Greene retreated because: J
a#    He was  outnumbered since the volunteers  and most 
of the militia left the battlefield before the 
end of the battle 
b. Because he was out of ammunition 
c. He had lost most of his men 
24     Cornwallis retreated the next day because: 
a. He had won the battle 
b. He wished to join the Northern British arm in 
Virginia 
c. His losses were too great to engage General 
Greene in another battle 
25.    The battle of Guilf ord Court House was the turning point of the 
Revolutionary War because: 
a. It was the last battle fought 
b. Cornwallis surrendered to General Greene 
c. I? so weakened the British army that it made possible 
the surrender at Yorktown 
1 
Name. 
History Test - Completion 
Read the sentence carefully.    Fill in on*J? bJ«k 
line the proper word or words to complete the meaning 
1. Of the many battles fought in the South during the Revolutionary 
War the most important was the battle of • 
2. The date of the battle was * 
3. The cording genera oi the African ar,d.e in the South » 
4.    The c 
ommandi^ general of the British armies I. the South was 
5.    At the   battle of Guilford Court House the 
was better equipped and trained. 
army 
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6.    The _army had more men but the 
army was better equipped and trained. 
7.    Three of the outstanding American cavalry were. 
, and  
8. Two of the most outstanding officers of the British army were 
^ , and      » 
9. General Greene drew up his battle formation in lines. 
10. The first line was composed of _ 
11. The line ran _and  
road. 
12. The second line was composed of 
13. The second line was about  
and 
across the old_ 
and 
feet back of the first line. 
14.    The third line was composed of the or 
15,    This line was about, 
front of the  
feet from the second line and in 
16. The battle of Guilford Court House lasted about 
17. The battle began about ____ • 
18.    The battle was won by the because. 
jretreated to re-organize his army. 
19.    The battle was not renewed rthe next day because__ 
realized that he was the one that was 
20.    Cornwallis retreated to 
in order to 
21. Cornwallis then turned and went towards. 
22. General Greene pursued him as far as 
in 
county, then turned and went towards 
9U 
23.    The battle of Guilford Court House was significant because it 
was the ___„_ — 
led to the final 
of the Revolutionary War and 
at • 
2k.    Of the many stories you have read or heard, the two you like 
and — best are  
25. Of the many 
best?  
activities we have had, which one did you like the 
Name. 
Results of Tests 
TABLE III 
SCORES FOR TEST GIVEN AT THE CLOSE OF THE ACTIVITY UNIT 
Scores Girls 
Boys Both 
risons and Values 
Comparison of Tables 
„#• Tahipc? II and III showing the The following is a comparison of Tables       ana 
™A after the unit activity on the Battle 
results of tests given before and after tne 
of Guilford Court House. 
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TABLE 17 
COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS AS SHOWN IN TABLES  II AND III 
Pretest Results  
Scores Girls Boys 
0-20 
Results after Activity 
Scores Girls Boys 
0-20 
-21-4Q 21-40 
U-60 a-6o 
61-70 61-70 
71-80 71-80 
81-90 81-90 
91-100 91-100 13 
Values Resulting From This Activity 
Many values were derived from this  unit activity.    As can be 
seen by the foregoing comparison of scores which resulted from tests 
given before and after the activity unit, the scores of the latter are 
far superior.    These scores show information gained on the subject- 
matter only and do not include the valuable experience of the children's 
participation in the activities and their definite growth and development 
in many other respects. 
A summary of the results of this unit seems to show that: 
I.    The unit was well organized. 
II.    The activities were meaningful and within range of the 
abilities of the children. 
III.    Knowledge of the subject-matter was increased. 
TV.    Skills in expression through drawing, painting, modeling 
with clay, use of maps, table of extents, and dramatizations were 
increased. 
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V.    Standards of written work, intelligent arrangement of 
classroom exhibits, and organization of materials for keeping a 
record of activities were improved. 
VI.    Development of the social attitude through working and 
planning in groups, and development of the   scientific attitude in 
searching for authentic information was increased. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY,  CONCLUSIONS, AND RISC OMfoNDAT IONS 
Summary 
The Study is concerned with the formulation of criteria for 
the construction of units of North Carolina to supplement the State 
Course of Study in the Social Studies.    The problems were: 
I.    What is the State Course of study in the Social Studies? 
II.    ./hat are its deficiencies? 
A. In terms of psychological organization? 
B. In terms of meeting child interests? 
III.    What are the criteria for the selection of topics and the 
construction to supplement the course of study? 
IV.    Have these criteria validity.' 
An analysis was made of the State course of Study in the Social 
otudies.    The first part of the analysis deaLt with the psychological 
side - the interests of the children at different age levels.    The 
second part was criteria for evaluating courses of 6tudy.    There was 
a brief criticism of the North Carolina .ourse of Study in the Social 
Stucies. 
Criteria for selecting, initiating, and evaluating units of 
work were given according to the opinion of authorities.    Criteria as 
applied to subject-matter units was also given. 
in order to show the application of the criteria, a complete 
unit of a seventh grade on "The Significance of the battle of Guilford 
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Court House" was worked out.    There were suited unita for Grades 
IV, V, and VI emphasizing North Carolina History. 
The validation of the criteria was shown by expectation 
with a seventh grade class.    Tables were given showing the I.Q. of 
the class, also scores resulting fro. a pretest and a later test given 
at the end of the activity unit.    A comparison of these tables was made 
and summarising statements given as to the value and results of teaching 
by the activity unit method. 
Conclusiop? 
The survey of the literature, the concensus of experts, and the 
experimentation with the children make the following conclusions 
possible: 
I.    The criteria drawn from the literature and adapted to the 
problem are shown by tests to be sound in the construction of units. 
II.    These criteria can be used by other teachers in the con- 
struction of units. 
III.    There is poverty of appropriate units available for empha- 
sizing North Carolina in the teaching of history. 
IV.    The Battle  of Guilford Court House is a satisfactory unit, 
for it not only emphasizes local history but enriches the study of 
American history.    The Battle of Guilford Court-House was the most 
controversial battle in the Y/ar of Independence, marked the end of the 
last British offensive, and was the turning point of the war. 
Becommendati nnn 
As a result of the study and experimentation with these criteria 
the following recommendations are appropriate: 
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I.    Teachers should use these criteria to construct other 
unit, on North Carolina and share them with others. 
II.    Teachers should select with car* the topics to be studied 
as a unit and have a valid reason for selection. 
HI.    There is  an abundance of material available on North 
Carolina but it has not been organized in usable units.    Therefore, 
teachers should plan work far in advance of actual teaching. 
IV.    There should be a check-up to see what units of work have 
been taught on North Carolina in previous grades. 
V.    Teachers should judge ti^ne allotments for units careful* 
so that the interest of pupils does not wane. 
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APPENDIX A 
Peter Francisco 
In the early part of the evening , about the year 1765, two 
rough looking men were hurrying down a street in a foreign port, one 
was carrying a peculian looking bundle in his arms, wrapped in an old 
coat.    They did not stop until they had boarded a sailing vessel that was 
lying in the harbor.    As soon as they were aboard ship, the top sails 
were spread and the ship glided out to sea. 
When the bundle was opened it was found to contain a small dark- 
eyed lad who wore rich looking clothes and shoes with large silver 
buckles which bore the initials P. F. 
After a long tijne the child, who had been placed in the care of 
an old seaman, ceased his crying.    He was told that he ms going to take 
a long trip.    He soon became the pet of the ship's crew. 
Many days went by, and then suddenly a great storm arose that 
threatened the ship and its crew.    The rough old sea captain said that 
the child was an "ill omen" and was the cause of it.    His sailors believed 
what he said, and soon everyone began to shun the child except the old 
man under whose care he had been placed.    The captain made the child 
work.    His hands got rough and his beautiful clothes became sea-worn. 
His only friend was the old seaman who tried to protect him from the 
insults of the crew and who comforted him when he cried at night. 
One day in June this ship pulled into the harbor of City Point, 
Virginia, now called Hopewell.    A few idle men were standing on the 
beach and saw the foreign ship approaching.    They wondered who she was 
and what her business could be.       _ 
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Slowly, they saw her sailors lower a small boat over the side. 
Several men got into the boat, and then they saw a child handed down to 
them. The boat was rowed toward the shore. When it reached the beach, 
the little boy was put upon the beach, and quickly the men climbed back 
into the rowboat and rowed back out to their ship. Within a few minutes 
the ship was headed out to sea. 
All this happened so quickly it shocked the little group of men 
on the beach. Immediately they started toward the little fellow who had 
been left stranded upon the beach.  His appeared to be about five or six 
years of age. Since he spoke in a foreign tongue, they could not under- 
stand what he said. One of the men knew a little Spanish and with his 
aid they found that the child's name was Peter Francisco. 
No one knew what to do with him, but he was finally given a bed 
in a little building on the dock. The old night watchman was told to 
keep watch over him. The women of the town brought him food, Everyone 
that saw him was impressed by his proud bearing and his good manners. 
They «ere all of the opinion that he was no average child. They felt 
sure he had been kidnapped from some royal family, possibly in Spain or 
Portugal. Someone who wanted his place in the world had probably seen 
to it that he disappeared. 
One day about a week after his arrival, Judge Winston, one of 
the outstanding men of Virginia, went to City Point to wait for a ship- 
ment of goods. While there he was sitting around the dock and noticed 
the little boy playing. He, too, was impressed. Realizing that this was 
no ordinary waif, and also feeling sorry for the little fellow, he asked 
the town fathers if he might take him home with him. They were indeed 
glad to be relieved of the responsibility and also happy to know that the 
*■ 
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child was being taken to such a fine home. 
The descendants of Peter Francisco have tried many tijnes to find 
a clue as to his identity.    Many years ago the Honorable Robert McKee of 
Tennessee, who was a lover of Spanish history, made a great effort to 
find out something about his people.    He investigated in Spain and found 
out that in the eighteenth century a child of the House of Francisco was 
ordered beheaded when he was quite young, to atone for the sins of his 
father, but that when the day came, the boy had mysteriously disappeared. 
The Court historian was consulted and he verified the story as being a 
true one, but the records of this period had been destroyed and therefore 
the names of the father and son could not be ascertained. 
When Peter had been in this country long enough to speak a little 
English he told as much of the story of his life as he could remember. 
He thought that his home was in either Spain or Portugal.    He had but a 
slight recollection of his father, but he could describe his mother very 
clearly.    He thought that she spoke French but that his father spoke another 
tongue.    He said his mother was small and dark, and his eyes would often 
fill with tears when he was talking about her.    He    remembered that when 
hi* mother was with him his father would always smile and say "four eyes 
made in the same mold".    He also remembered a little sister, whom he 
dearly loved.    He remembered her so well that he felt sure he would 
recognize her even after years of separation. 
He remembered his home which he said was a palace with beautiful 
gardens around it.    He remembered viitidly the day he was kidnapped.    There 
was a brilliant dinner being given at the palace, and he and his little 
sister were allowed to watch the crowd assemble from an upstairs balcony. 
When all of the guests had gone in to dinner, he and the little sister 
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went out into the garden to play. Soon they saw some men watching them 
from the iron gates. These men began talking to them and soon had them 
come into the street for some sweets. Suddenly, each man seized one of 
them and started running down the street. The little girl screamed so 
loudly that the man carrying her put her down, but the man with the boy 
ran on. He was taken aboard the ship and was soon out to sea. 
Judge Winston lived at "Hunting Towers", a beautiful colonial 
home. As soon as he arrived at home with Feter, he appointed a maid to 
look after him. Ih this home Peter would have the association of the finest 
men in the country. Judge Winston was the uncle of Fatrick Henry, and 
Peter soon learned to love Patrick, who was often a visitor in his uncle's 
home. Peter often accompanied the judge on his trips to Richmond and other 
cities and heard the great speeched being made about the country. 
Peter Francisco grew to be very large. Judge Winston noticing 
his unusual size saw that he took special training to develop himself. 
It was said that when he was sixteen years of gge he was six feet, six 
inches tall and weighed two hundred pounds. 
When war was declared he wanted to join the army, but Judge 
Winston asked him to wait one year until he was a little older. This 
he dia; but at the end of the year he joined as a private. His first 
battle was at Brandywine, Virginia. Here he received a bad wound, and 
while he was recovering from his wound, he met LaFayette who had also 
been wounded. They became fast friends and remained so as long as they 
lived. 
Peter Francisco fought at the battle of Guilford Court House. 
Here he was the hero of the day.    It was said that he killed eleven men 
in one spot.    There is a monument on the battleground at that site today. 
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There are many incidents relating to the strength of Peter.    One 
was at a battle in South Carolina.    The artillery horses had been killed 
and a cannon that was badly needed in some other part of the field could 
not be moved.     It weighed eleven hundred pounds.    Peter Francisco, picked 
up the cannon and carried it across the field to the place where it was 
needed. 
The average sword was too small for Peter, so General Y/ashington, 
who was a friend of Peter's, had a special sword five feet in length made 
for him.    This sword could not be used by the average man.    It is now in 
a museum in Richmond, Virginia. 
Peter Francisco was severely wounded at the battle of Guilf ord 
Court House and was left on the battlefield for dead.    An old Quaker came 
along and found him, carried him to his home and nursed him back to 
health.    He did not have a horse, but as soon as he was well he walked 
back to Virginia where he soon outfitted hiinself again, and reenlisted. 
Francisco was many times offered a commission as an officer but 
always refused because he said that he was not educated enough to be an 
officer.    He always regretted that he had not been educated, although he 
had had every other advantage any one could wish for.    As soon as the 
war was over, he hired a teacher and began his education.    He studied 
four years and then felt as if he was equal to the men with whom he 
associated. 
Just at the end of the war, he fell in love with Susannah 
Anderson, the daughter of James Anderson of Cumberland County, Virginia. 
She was a representative of the cultured class and was of much social 
distinction.    It was while he was paying court to Susannah that he realized 
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he was not educated to be her equal.    As soon as he had finished his 
education they were married. 
Susannah died five years later, leaving him ane little son. 
He was married the second time to a friend of his first wife, Catherine 
Brooke, a woman of distinguished ancestry who had been educated in England. 
By her he had four children.    After twenty-seven years of married life, 
Catherine died in 1821.    He then married the third time, the lovely widow 
of Major West, a wealthy Virginia planter.    She had been Beverly Grymes, 
a native of England. 
His third wife did not like the country, so they moved to 
Richmond, Virginia.    Francisco was appointed Sergeant-at-Arms in the 
Virginia legislature.    He lived out three score and ten years, and died 
in Richmond on Sunday, January 16, 1831.    The funeral, presided over 
by Bishop Moore was held in the  General Assembly Hall and he was buried 
with military and Masonic rights. 
On the Guilford Battlegound at Greensboro, North Carolina there 
stands a tall monument of granite blocks marking the place where 
"Peter Francisco, a giant of incredible strength, killed eleven British 
soldiers with his own broad sword, and although badly wounded by 
bayonet, made his escape." 
Gillies, The Bugler Boy 
War always brings tragedies of many kinds, not only to the 
soldiers but to those who stay behind and fight on the home front.    During 
the Revolutionary War the privations and hardships endured by those who 
were left behind were tragic.    Homes were burned, old men, women and 
children were robbed, driven from their homes and oftimes killed.    Star- 
vation stared many in the face.    Families were separated and wondered 
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from place to place seeking shelter, food and protection.    Such was the 
fate of the little boy known as Gillies. 
While Light-Horse Harry Lee was going through South Carolina 
with his cavalry unit, harassing the army of Cornwallis, this little boy 
joined his Legion.    His first name, family, and birthplace were unknown. 
He was about fourteen years of age.    He had learned to play the bugle well 
and became the bugler for his company.    He was the mascot of the Legion 
and was loved by all.    His heroic death has caused his name to be immortal. 
Early in the year 1781 the armies turned northward.    The cavalry 
of Light-Horse Harry Lee and Colonel William Washington were always going 
on scouting parties, sometimes ahead and sometimes to the rear of the 
main army.    Gillies went with them.    Light-Horse Harry Lee became very 
much attached to Gillies and gave him a beautiful horse to ride. 
In February 1781 a council of war was held by the Americans at 
Guilford Courthouse.    Greene had begun his retreat to the Dan.    Colonel 
Washington and Colonel Lee were ordered to stay in the rear and harass 
the British army as much as possible. 
It was about noon of February 12, 1781, that Lee's troops rode 
up to the home of a well-known patriot, a Mr. Bruce, of Bruce«s Cross- 
roads,  (now the town of Summerfield).    Colonel Lee asked that breakfast 
be given to his tired troops.    Mrs. Bruce and her servants began im- 
mediately preparing food for them.    While the troops were waiting for 
their breakfast, there suddenly appeared a farmer on a tired and womout 
horse.    He hurriedly explained that he had seen a group of British soldiers 
about four miles down the road.    Colonel Lee immediately dispatched twenty 
or thirty troops on a scouting party to investigate the report.    He told 
the farmer to go with them, but the farmer refused because he said his 
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horse was too tired.    Then Colonel Lee told him to takB Gillies' horse 
and go with them.    As soon as they left, Gillies began to worry about 
his horse, thinking harm might come to him.    He then took the horse 
the farmer had left and started out after the scouting party.    When they 
arrived at the designated spot where the enemy was supposed to be, they 
found no one.    Most of the scouting party refused to go farther and 
turned back toward camp.    The farmer still insisted that his report was 
true and offered to go on farther if someone would accompany him.    Two 
soldiers and little Gillies volunteered.    Soon, on turning the bend in 
the road they came upon a group of Tarleton's men drinking by the road- 
side. 
The British immediately started in pursuit.    The older scouts 
soon outdistanced the British troops, but Gillies could not make any 
speed because of his tired horse.    The British soon overtook him.    He 
was defenseless as he had no gun and was too small to carry a sword. 
Despite his pleas, they began slashing him with their swords and cutting 
him to pieces.    As he lay wounded and dying by the roadside, his comrades 
returned with many troops.    Seeing their little friend dying made them 
fight all the harder.    They soon killed seven of the British and captured 
their leader, Captain Miller.   They were planning on hanging him then and 
there, but they looked up and saw the main body of Tarleton's men coming 
down the road.    They quickly picked up the mangled body of their little 
comrade and took him and their prisoner back to the Bruce home.    There 
was no time for mourning, so thay wrapped him in his ragged coat and 
quickly buried him under a tree in the yard of the Bruce home.    Mrs. 
Bruce and her children were the mourners, but they too had to flee for 
a while.    Later Little Isabel Bruce looked after his grave for many years. 
Ill 
This  little girl had been captured by the same men a few days before, 
but had escaped and found her way back home. 
The body of the little bugler sleeps in his unmarked grave 
among the members of the Bruce family who have long since joined him. 
Although a mere child he sacrificed all he had for his country.    His name 
and deeds live on. 
The  students of Oak Ridge Academy erected a monument to his 
memory on the Guilford Battle field in 1898 •    T*16 Daughters of the 
American Revolution chapter has  erected a monument to his memory on the 
exact spot where he was killed, about three miles from Summerfield on 
the Oak Ridge road. 
1 
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APPENDK B 
"Cornwallis' Country Dance" 
A Play Written and Presented by the  Seventh Grade 
On the 165th Anniversary of the Battle of Guilford Court House 
IJaroh 15, 1946 
The Play 
Cornwallis'  Country Dance 
Cornwallis led a country dance, 
The like was never seen,  sir; 
Much retrograde and much advance, 
And all with General Greene, sir, 
They rambled up and rambled down, 
Joined hands and off they ran, sir, 
Our General Greene to old Charlestown, 
And the Earl to Wimington, sir. 
Yankee Doodle is  the tune, 
That we all delight in, 
It suits for feasts, it suits for fun, 
And just as well for fightin1. 
Time:    In the Spring of 1781 
Place:    North Carolina 
Act. I.    The Entry of Cornwallis into North Carolina 
Scene 1.    Mrs.  Lanier's Living Room in Surry County near 
the Yadkin River 
Scene 2.    The Same- A Day Later 
Scene 3.    The Kitchen 
Scene 4.    Living Room - The Next Horning 
Act II.    Plans for the Battle 
Scene 1.    General Greene's Camp the Night Before the Battle 
Scene 2.    Cornwallis' Camp the Night Before the Battle 
Act III.    The Battle of Guilford Court House 
Act IV.    The Retreat 
Scene 1. The Prisoners in Cornwallis' Camp the Morning After 
the Battle 
Scene 2. Cornwallis at Bell's Mill 
Scene 3.    The Same-   Next Day 
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Characters:    Mrs. Lanier, Aunt Betsy, Dolly, Uncle Tom, Lord 
Cornwallis,  Colonel Webster, Colonel Tarleton,  Sergeant 
Lamb, General Greene,  Colonel Campbell,  Colonel Lee, 
Colonel Washington, Head Cook, Cook's Helpers,  Mrs. 
Bell, Guards, Prisoners,  British Soldiers. 
Act I  Scene 1. 
Mrs. Lanier is seen sitting in a chair reading a letter. Aunt 
Betsy, the colored mammy is dusting and singing. Dolly, the 
little girl, is playing with her doll. 
Mrs. Lanier: Aunt Betsy, I have a letter from Colonel Lanier, would 
you like to hear what he says? 
Aunt Betsy: Lawsee! Miss Lanier, you knows I always wants to hear 
from Marse Lanier. What do he say dis time? 
Mrs. Lanier: I will read it to you. (Reads) 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Feb. 5, 1781 
My dear Wife: 
It's been a long time since I've heard from 
you, but I trust this will find all well and safe. 
I am now with General Greene at Charlotte.    He 
is trying to reorganize his army.    We do not have enough 
men to meet Lord Cornwallis in a pitched battle but we 
are expecting re-inforcements from Virginia, North 
Carolina, and South Carolina soon. 
<)e are badly in need of supplies - food, ammuni- 
tion, and clothes. 'Will you please send me another suit 
of clothes, some food, and another horse, as soon as you 
can? 
I hear that Cornwallis is now up in your part of 
the country on the Yadkin River.    I hope he will not 
go near our home. 
This is all for this time. ..rite to me and send 
my things as soon as possible. 
Your loving husband, 
John. 
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Aunt Betsy:    Miss Lanier, let's hurry and get dem things ready to 
send.    What does you want me to do first? 
Mrs. Lanier:    Aunt Betsy, go and tell Uncle Tom to come here.    Vie 
will have to send him.    Then you start packing up 
some food while I go and get his clothes. 
Aunt Betsy:    Yes, maam.    Come on here, honey chile, lets go find 
Uncle Tom.    I speck he's way down yonder at the barn. 
We'se gonna send jto* daddy plenty o1things to eat. 
(Exit Aunt Betsy and Dolly) 
Mrs. Lanier:    Now let me get his clothes.   (Goes out and brings in 
suit of clothes)    This will do, it will keep him warm. 
1*11 send him some underclothes, too. 
(Enter Uncle Tom) 
Uncle Tom:    Missus, did you send for me? 
Mrs. Lanier:    Yes, Uncle Tom.    I have just received a letter from 
Colonel Lanier.    He is down at Charlotte, with General 
Greene.    He wants me to send him a horse, 3ome food, 
and some clothes.    Do you think you could take them 
to him? 
Yes, maam.    I knows de way.    Which hoss must I take? 
How'bout old Bess?    She's a mighty fine horse, I sho' 
does hate to see her go. 
Yes, Uncle Tom, Take Bess.    Go now and get ready, for 
it will take you several days to make the trip. 
General Greene might decide to move on. 
Yes, missus.    I'll have dat horse 'round here in no 
time at all. 
(Exit Uncle Tom) 
(Enter Aunt Betsy with bag) 
Here is the food, Miss Lanier. 
Well I have the clothes about ready too.    Let's take 
thea out to Uncle Tom. 
Uncle Tom: 
Mrs. Lanier: 
Uncle Tom: 
Aunt Betsy: 
Mrs, Lanier: 
(Exit) 
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Scene 2— Living Room- A Day Later. 
Mrs. Lanier, busy sewing.    Aunt Betsy straightening up things. 
Dolly playing on the floor. 
Aunt Betsy:    (Looking out the window)    Lawseei    Miss Lanier, come 
here quick!    Yonder comes the whole British army.    'What 
are we going to do?    Dey's coming straight for dis here 
house sho as I'se been born.    They'll kill the last one 
of us and burn dis house over our heads.    Lord, have 
mercy on us! 
Mrs.  Lanier:    (Now looking out the window)    Yes, that's them, Aunt 
Betsy.    But don't you worry.    They'll probably camp 
here for the night.    Look at all those red coats and 
those bayonets shining in the sun.    It is a beautiful 
sight, even if it is the enemy. 
Aunt Betsy:    Miss Lanier, does you see what I see? 
Mrs. Lanier:    What's that, Aunt Betsy? 
Aunt Betsy:    That nigger on dat horse coming up here.    If I live, dat 
nobody but that sorry no count Tom, all dressed up in 
Colonel Lanier*s suit and a 'riding on his horse.    He 
ain't done nothin but jined up with den British.    If I 
could only say what I'm a'thinking now. 
Mrs. Lanier:    Well, I'll be  (Knowk is heard at the door, 
Mrs.'Lanier opens the door)    (Lord    Cornwallis and some 
of his men enter) 
Lord Cornwallis: Mrs. Lanier, I am Lord Cornwallis.    I would like to 
use your home for my headwuarters tonight.    I will 
also want all the food I can find for my army.    You 
had better take your child and mammy and go to a 
back room and stay there until morning. 
Mrs. Lanier:    Come Dolly, and Aunt Betsy, 
do as he says. 
I guess we will have to 
(Exit) 
Lord Cornwallis: All right men, see what you can find in the way 
of food and start preparing supper.    The men are 
hungry, we have marched all day.    Sergeant Lamb 
bring in my baggage.    I'll look around the place 
a bit. 
Curtain 
Scene 3    - -The Kitchen- about an hour later. 
Head Cook: (Busy preparing supper)    Hey, John, you and Bill go out 
to the smoke house and bring in all the meat you csn find, 
while I fry this chicken. 
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Mrs. Lanier:    (Coming to the door of the kitchen)    Sir, won't you give 
me something to eat for my child.    She is hungry and 
crying. 
Cook:    No, we have none to spare.    Go back to your room and stay there I 
Mrs. Lanier:    How could you be so heartlessl 
Cook:    Guess  I'd better see about those potatoes.    (Goes out) 
Mrs.  Lanier:    (Slipping back in- she steps over to the stove and 
steals some chicken and hot biscuits)    (Exits) 
Head Cook:    (Returning with large basket)     (Goes over to stove) 
So she got it anyhow did she?    'Well, I'll fix her yetl. 
Cuttain. 
Scene 4 The Living Room- Next Morning. 
Soldiers seen carrying out furniture. 
1st. Soldier:    Take hold - let's throw this out next. 
2nd Soldier:    It was a comfortable chair, wasn't it?   (They laugh loudly) 
Another Soldier:    (Grabbing Books)    These will make good kindling. 
Another Soldier:    Who has time to read anyway? 
(Enter Lord Cornwallis) 
Lord Cornwallis:    Let's get moving, boys, get outside ; you've done 
enough damage here. 
(Enter Mrs. Lanier) 
Mrs. Lanier:    Lord Cornwallis, won't you please leave me a horse so 
that I can go to my mother's in Virginia.    You see I 
am alone.    You have taken all my food and stock, and 
have burned all my furniture except the old corner 
cupboard.    Please sir, help me! 
Lord Cornwallis:    All right, I'll leave your horse and saddle.    I'll 
give the orders now.    (Exit) 
Mrs. Lanier:    That is certainly more than I ever hoped for. 
(Enter the Head Cook) 
Aunt Betsy:    They are leaving,Miss Lanier.    They left your horse 
and saddle, but the head cook ran up to your saddle and 
cut the stirrups off and nearly tore it to pieces.    I 
guess he was trying to get even with you for getting that 
chicken last night. 
Curtain 
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ACT II - -Scene 1. The Camp of General Greene the night before the battle. 
General Greene and several officers are seated around a 
table looking at a map. 
General Greene: 
Colonel Campbell: 
General Greene: 
Colonel Lee: 
Well, Gentlemen, I have called you all together for 
final instructions.    As you know, we walked over the 
battle ground today and all have been assigned their 
duties.... There are a few last minute changes and 
orders to be given.    Listen carefully, and when this 
meeting is over, go and instruct your men.    Tomorrow 
will be the great day.    Cornwallis is now at his 
camp near Jamestown ,only twelve miles away.  His 
men are well trained and we will no doubt have a tough 
battle.    If we do not win, I am sure we will cripple 
him severely. 
Do you still wish me to go with Colonel Lee 
tomorrow morning on the scouting party? 
Yes.    Colonel Campbell, you and Colonel Lee will 
leave here early tomorrow morning.    Go as near the 
camp of Cornwallis as possible, You will probably 
come in contact with Tarleton's men near there. 
Try to draw them in thi3 direction, we will be ready 
and waiting. 
General, I have no doubt but that we will have a fight 
on our hands, but since our horses are so much better 
and faster, we can outrun them.    We have had the good 
luck to do that before. 
General Greene:    As soon as you have made contact with them and done 
all the damage you can, return to the battle field 
and take your places in the regular line of battle. 
Colonel Lee, you and Campbell will support the left 
flank and the Virginia riflemen on the front line; 
Colonel Washington you will support the Virginia 
riflemen on the right flank of the first line. 
Colonel "Washington:    What are our orders for the first line, Sir? 
General Greene: They will be the same as were given out today.    The 
men are to fire two rounds when the British are at 
a distance of  about fifty feet and then retire to 
the second line,    before the British can attack with 
their bayonets.    You, in charge of the Cavalry are 
to support them on their flanks.    Now, as a test, 
let me ask you a few questions? 
Colonel Lee will be describe briefly the battle 
formation? 
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Colonel Lee: Yes Sir.    There will be three lines of battle.    The 
first line will form behind the old rail fenoe that 
runs across the Salisbury road.    It will be compoeed 
mostly of volunteers and militia, and will be under 
command of General Butler and General Eaton, with 
Colonel Washington's cavalry on the right and 8olonel 
Campbell and myself on the left flanks. 
General Greene: 
Colonel Campbell: 
General Greene: 
Since you have answered that so well, there 3eems 
to be no doubt as  to your duties.    Colonel Campbell, 
will you tell briefly,what the next orders are? 
After the firfct line has fired two rounds, they 
are to retire behind the second line which will 
be about 400 yards directly back of the first line. 
The cavalry are to support them while they fall 
back.    General Lawson and General Stevens will be 
in command. 
Colonel Campbell that was an excellent answer. 
Colonel Washington,will you tell me about the third 
line ? 
Colonel Washington: 
General Greene: 
lies, Sir.    The third line will be about 500 yards 
back of the second line, part of the way up the hill 
to the  courthouse.    This line will be composed 
of the best troops, the Continentals or regular 
army.    These men will be fresh and ready to fight 
when the British reach them.    The British will 
have already had to break through two lines, cross 
the creek and start climbing the hill to reach 
them.    General Huger will be in command. 
Well, Gentlemen, I believe we have covered the ground 
thoroughly and you understand your orders.    Are 
there any questions?   (pause-silence)    That will be 
all for tonight, and may tomorrow bring us victoryJ 
Goodnight. 
Curtain 
Scene 2 The Camp of General Cornwallis the night before the battle. 
General Cornwallis seated on a stool among his men. 
Cornwallis:    Officers, I think the long awaited for battle is almost 
at hand.    I have just received news that General Greene 
is at last ready far battle at Guilford Court House.    He 
arrived there yesterday morning and I am sure he has 
wasted no time in laying his plans carefully.    General 
Greene is a very crafty man, I never feel safe when I 
am encamped near him; he is as dangerous as Washington. 
Colonel Webster:    General, may I ask if we are to move on tomorrow? 
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Cornwallis:    les, we will move at daylight.    Colonel Tarleton you 
and your legion will go as advance guard.    Colonel 
Hamilton will take our supply wagons back to Bell's 
Mill, where he will keep them under guard.    Colonel 
Tarleton, as you now have your men at New Garden, you 
will no doubt be contacted early by General Greene's 
scouting party. 
Colonel Tarleton: Ify men have been instructed to be on the alert 
tonight since we feel sure Greene is preparing 
for battle.    After weeks of evading us, I am sure 
that with our superior army we will be victorious. 
Cornwallis:    Se«geant Lamb, I have some orders to be sent out.    Will 
you please hand me my order book?    Colonel Webster, I am 
sure you have given your men instructions to follow when 
the battle starts.    You all know that Greene will have 
his men posted at the most adventageous spot he  can find, 
so keep your eyes open.    Now that is all for tonight, and 
I am sure tomorrow will see us once again the victors and 
the Carolinas under control of the King.    I will now bid 
you goodnight.      (Exit Officers)    (Sergeant Lamb enters 
with order book) 
Cornwallis:     (Writing in book)    Take these orders around/ 
Lamb:    Yes, Sir. 
Curtain 
ACT III-The Battle of Guilford Court House. 
Two girls hold a large map of the Guilford Battleground.   As another 
girl reads the story of the Battle of Guilford Court House, a boy 
follows the story by pointing to the different locations on the map. 
(This story has already been given in Chapter U. pp. 64-67) 
ACT IV - -Scene 1.    The Prisoners Camp. 
Prisoners are seated in a circle or in groups in a rail 
pen.    They look very gloomy, wet and cold. 
Guard: 
Guard: 
(Going up to prisoners)    Well, men, I have good news for you. 
I am to give you your liberty.    But there is one condition. 
You are to join the army with us.    We have completely defeated 
Greene and he has fled the State and left everything to us. 
It will be to your advantage now.    What do you say?    (silence) 
Do I hear an answer?    You mean you do not want your freedom? 
Come, cornel You know I speak the truth.    All will be loyal to 
the King now.    What do you say? 
1st Prisoner: I don't believe you. 
like that. 
I don't care to have my liberty 
I 
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Guard:     I'm sure the rest of you feel different.    See here, I have 
some money.    I will pay you to help us fight, what do you 
say now? 
2nd prisoner:    I don't want your money.    We don't believe Greene has 
left the State. 
Guard:    Sure he has.    He couldn't get away fast enough. 
(Sound of Cannon heard in Distance) 
Prisoner in corner:    Hey, boysl    Did you hear that?    The old cock's 
crowing again.    That doesn't sound like Greene 
has left, does it?    Let's give him a rousing 
cheer.    (All Cheer) 
(Guard leaves in disgust) 
Curtain 
Scene 2. Mrs. Bell's home at Bell's Mill. 
Loud knock on door.    Mrs. Bell goes to door.    Enter Cornwallis. 
Cornwallis:    May I ask where your husband is? 
Mrs.   Bell:    In Greene's camp. 
Cornwallis:    Is he an officer or a soldier in the army? 
Mrs.   Bell:    He is not; but thought it better to go to his friends 
than to stay and fall into the hands of his enemy. 
CornwalLis:    Madam, I must make your house my headquarters, and 
have the use of your mill for a few days, to grind for 
my army while  I remain here. 
Mrs.   Bell:    Sir, you possess the power, and, of course, will do as you 
please without my consent; but, after using our mill, do 
you intend to burn it before you leave? 
Cornwallis:    Madam, why do you ask that question? 
Mrs. Bell:    Sir, answer my question first, and then I will answer yours 
in a short time. 
Cornwallis:    No,  I will not burn your mill nor injure it, but I must 
use it for my army.    Furthermore, by my making your 
house my headquarters, I will be a protection to your 
house and your property.    No one would dare bother you 
while I am here. 
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Mrs.   Bell:    Now, sir, you have  done me a favor by giving me a 
satisfactory answer to my questions, and I will answer 
yours.    Had your lordship said you intended to burn my 
mill,  I had intended to save you the trouble before you 
derived much benefit from it; but as you assure me that 
the mill will not be burned, and that you will be a 
protection to me, and the property about the house, I 
will mate no further objections to your using our mill, 
and making your headquarters at my house while you stay, 
which l think you said, would be only for a few days. 
(.Mrs. Bell goes over and iits down; 
Cornwallis:    ('Walking the floor goes over and opend the door) 
I have completely destroyed Greene's army, he will give 
us no more trouble. 
Mrs. Belli    (Walking over and closing the door) 
Cornwallis:    (Goes back and opend the door;     (Keeps walking, sitting, 
and seems very restless; 
Mrs. Bell:    (Huddling up and if she is very cold-goes and shuts the 
door again; 
Cornwallis:    Will you leave that door open? 
Mrs. Bell:    Will you tell me why you want that door open when the cold 
wind is blowing in soV 
Cornwallis:    I don't know, but General Greene might oe coming ciorothat 
road at any minute. 
Mrs. Bell:    Sir, I thought you told me only a moment ago that you had 
completely destroyed Greene and his army. 
Cornvfallis:    (Heaving a sigh;    Will, madam, to tell you the truth, I 
never saw such fighting since God made me, and another 
such victory would annihilate me. 
Mrs. Bell:    Well, I'll be going _o the kitchen, where it is a bit 
warmer.    {Exit Mrs. cell) 
(.Enter Sergeant Lamb; 
Sergeant Lamb:     Sir, the men at the mill would like to see you on some 
important business for a few minutes. 
Cornwallis:    Tell them I'll be right over. 
SergeaJie Lamb:     Yes, sir.     (Sxit Lamb followed by Cornwallis; 
(Enter Mrs. Bell) 
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Mrs. Bell: 
Soldiers: 
Mrs. Bell: 
I've been wonrying about that money x had over at the 
mill under the orck at the steps.    I'm going over there 
and get it while they are busy with the mill. 
^A loud knock is heard at the door) 
Lady, we heard you had some good cider in your cellar.    Yfe 
want it. 
Well that's just something you want.    Here's something 
you don't want but you'll get pretty quick if you don 't 
leave this house.     (Pulls out pistol)    I'll report you to 
Lord Cornwallis.     (Exennt men) 
Curtain 
Scene 3  — Two days  later. 
Mrs. Bell:    (Looking out the window)   Cornwallis and his men are 
getting ready to leave.    I'm lucky to have a roof over 
my head, after the way they have plundered.    All my 
hams and bacon 1 hid out in the woods again.    The only 
person who knew where they were was my miller.    He's 
been with them and he told them.    I'll soon get rid of him. 
(Enter Cornwallis) 
Cornwallis:    Mrs. Bell, we are leaving.    I want to thank you for the 
use of your house and mill,    x know we were unwelcome 
visitors, but you realize we have to live among our 
enemies and A am oftimes forced to do things for the 
army that I would not personally approve.    I have kept 
my promise to you and you have kept yours.    Therefore, 
let me bid you adieu.    (Shakes hands) 
Mrs. Bell:    Thank you for your kindness towards me, I won't forget it 
but neither will I forget the rudeness of your soldiers. 
Curtain. 
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